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Editorial 
This is the third journal that the team and I have 
had great pleasure in putting together, and I trust 
that you will all enjoy the colour feature. This is a 
feature that we shall endeavour to continue for 
every other journal, in other words, once a year. 
We have resurrected the ‘Outstanding Cover’, the 
last of which I believe appeared in BJRP 24 of 
September 1958. This featured a combination 
cover of 1884 from Sumy to Odessa bearing a 
Sumy Zemstvo and an imperial arms issue. It was 
the late George Miskin’s suggestion that this 
would be a ‘nice touch’ to add to our journal. 
Therefore, I would welcome copies of any covers 
that you, the readers, feel are outstanding to fill 
this position in the future journals. 

I am again very pleased that we have a variety of 
subject matter with the articles in this journal, it is 
my aim to continue to vary the articles as much as 
possible in order to generate something of interest 
for all of our readers. If you (the readers) have a 
desire for any particular ‘topics’ or ‘subjects’ that 
you would like to appear, then write to me and I 
will see what I can do to accommodate your 
request. 

The re-introduction of the ‘Used Abroad’ by Bill 
Stoten has generated some interest, and I know 
that Bill would be happy for any ‘input’ to his 
articles. You can communicate with him directly 
on this subject. This now leads me the section 
entitled ‘Letters to the Editor’ which I am pleased 
to say has also generated some interest and it is in 
this section that we can add comment to previous 
articles and also those items of ‘mystery’ as you 
will no doubt read about in Robin Joseph’s article 
‘A Soviet Puzzle’. 

Those of you who are able to attend our society 
meetings will notice that we have a steady 
attendance at our London meetings (five times per 
year) and the differing themes of displays and 
contributions from many who attend have 
certainly added to their success. Added to which, 

we have a reasonable time available to us on the 
Saturdays when we meet. We have the room 
available from around 11.00 am until 6.00 pm, 
which makes it worthwhile for those that have to 
travel some distance to attend. The venue, as you 
all know, is the Union Jack Club which is two 
minutes walk from Waterloo station. The Union 
Jack Club has a restaurant, bar and tea and coffee 
facilities which are open to all. Apart from the 
displays, there are usually one or two dealers, such 
as Trevor Pateman present in addition to members 
who have items for sale. Our regional meetings 
are also quite successful (once per year) at 
Portishead near Bristol and Manchester. This year 
we held our Millennium meeting at Birmingham 
and our guest of honour was Alexander Epstein 
from Tallinn. The weekend event was very 
successful; an account of the event is included in 
this journal . 

One point I would like to make which is quite 
important, refers to material that is being sold on 
the Internet. With so many techniques for forgery 
and reproduction, particularly with Zemstvo 
material, being easier and easier to master, one has 
to be extremely careful when purchasing items 
using this service. If in doubt about the 
authenticity of any material, we have many 
members who are quite expert in their fields of 
collecting who would be more than pleased to 
give their opinion and certainly make others aware 
of dubious items that have “appeared on the 
market”. It is better to be safe than sorry, and not 
have a large hole in one's pocket. 

Finally, you will read an account further on in the 
journal about the Society’s Millennium weekend 
at Birmingham, and a great success it was, but the 
true winner was our member Tony Speeckaert 
from Belgium. Ask him sometime and he will tell 
you that ‘Kilroy’ was definitely there. 

Lenard Tiller 

Articles for submission for future Journals 
& Letters to the Editor 

Queries, Unexplained Item(s), Questions, Answers or Comments.

(This also includes articles for consideration of inclusion in future journals)


Please write to the Chairman of the Editorial Board:

Mr Lenard Tiller,  


48, Cumberland House, Kingston Hill, Kingston upon Thames, Surrey, KT2 7LJ, UK

e-mail:  BorisLT@aol.com
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Lockie and the Lanchesters - the R.N.A.S. in 
Tsarist Russia 
Derek Savory 

(Editor’s note - This article was originally published in Picture Postcard Annual 1999 under the title of ‘The 
Tsar’s British Squadron’. It is presented here with the text essentially unchanged but the illustrations substantially 
amended and augmented with unpublished material from the same source, in order to reflect the philatelic interest 
of the subject. We are indebted to the author and  the original publishers for permission to reproduce it here.) 

W. E. Lockie & Son, of 

Figure 1  Tsar Nicholas II 

Before they replied, the 
Rushden, Northamptonshire, postcards reappeared: the 
was a small, family-owned successful bidder thought 
engineering firm that (almost) might be interested in a deal. 
survived all the perils of the His hunch was correct; the 
20th century. Three generations prints and cards belonged 
of Lockies, working together at together. 
one time, kept the business 
afloat in peacetime and war. All A simple postcard message can 
this ended in August 1996, recall the past more vividly 
when bachelor Ted Lockie, than reams of purple prose. In 
aged 79, died of burns received 1914, Ted Lockie was 20 years 
in a fire on his holiday narrow old and in love. A cheerful 
boat. A clearance sale was optimist by nature, he probably 
arranged for the autumn. hadn’t a care in the world when 

he sent his sweetheart, Doris 
Saturday, 30th November was Ette, a postcard from Paris on 
raw and sleety, but a curious the 31st May: 
crowd squeezed into the 
Lockies’ bleak workshop, our “Dear Doro, I am at the top of 
saleroom for the day. At the the Eiffel Tower writing this. It 
preview, I had leafed through a is 1000 feet high and a 
flaky postcard album, thinking wonderful sight. Yours Ted.” 
that another lot looked more 
interesting. Described as ‘Russian Photographs’, it By high summer, advancing German armies were 
was a pair of small, cardboard soapboxes, stalled close to the gates of that city. A French 
crammed with tiny, curled prints. The custodian friend of Ted’s set the scene on a view card from 
told me they had belonged to the deceased’s the Auvergne, dated 18.9.14: 
father, another Ted, who had served in Russia 
during the Great War, ‘something to do with “I am in the south of France for a few days to 
armoured cars, I think’. see my brother wounded. He can thanks God, 

he escaped many times to the death, he has 
When the prints came up it was easy; only one many holes of bullets in his coat, now he is 
other bidder opposed me and he dropped out at quite all right and is ready to go again the 
double figures. The soapboxes were mine but the Germans. This damned people thought they 
postcards went elsewhere. At home, a closer would come easily to Paris, but they did not 
examination convinced me that the prints had think Joffre was a good general and the brave 
historical significance. Pencilled locations on their English were there. Now we are going on 
backs ranged from the Arctic Circle to the Black Berlin, where I hope to see you, to drink a good 
Sea. If Ted senior (Ted from now on) had taken glass of beer but without pay. Kind Regards, 
these snaps, he must have got about a bit. I wrote Your ami, Victor.” 
to the Imperial War Museum, who asked to see 
the prints. 
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Ted joined up two months later, with Doris’s 
brother, Charlie, and two more Rushden men. 
Motoring was still a novelty, so their choice of 
service merited a mention in the Rushden ‘Echo’ 
of 20.11.14: 

“Each has to qualify in motor driving in order to 
be able to use a motor cycle & side car bearing a 
maxim gun. The pay is at the rate of £3 a week.” 

This was extraordinarily good money for the 
times, and we shall see why. His next card, as a 
serviceman, is a typically French glamour photo, 
sent to his wife and dated 20.7.15: 

“Thanks for parcel. Everything was alright. I will 
send letter soon. Send another pillow as soon as 
possible. Give my regards to the dear old orch
estra (Ted played cello in Rushden Town String 
Band), and send a few fags when you like. Many 
thanks from my pals for cake, etc. Keep smiling, 
Yours Ted.” 

Nothing unusual in this breezy message except the 
censor’s signature: ‘Lt. A. H. Prothero. R.N.V.R.’ 
So what was the Royal Navy doing on the 
Western Front? The answer to this, and the key to 
interpreting Ted’s photos and postcards, lay in 
Bryan Perrett and Anthony Lord’s book, ‘The 
Czar’s British Squadron’ (Wm. Kimber, 1981), 
which I found in our local library. 

The Royal Naval Armoured Car Division, a wing 
of the new Royal Naval Air Service, was formed 
in October 1914 by Winston Churchill, then First 
Lord of the Admiralty. Churchill had been 
impressed by the performance of a R.N.A.S. 
squadron in Belgium, which being short of planes, 
had followed the Belgians’ example by converting 
civilian touring cars to military uses, such as 
rescuing downed pilots. 

The Division’s cars, mainly Lanchesters and Rolls 
Royces, were commandeered countrywide, then 
strengthened to carry armour plate and a revolving 
machine gun turret. Heavier cars carried a 3
pounder gun to deal with enemy strongpoints. 
Operational self-sufficiency decreed that each 
squadron of twelve fighting vehicles had its own 
mobile workshop, ambulance and wireless truck. 

Within a few months, there were fifteen 
squadrons: six equipped with machine gun armed 
motorcycles, six with Rolls Royces and three with 
Lanchesters. Drivers and mechanics were harder 
to find, not least because the R.N.A.S. was 

competing with the Army for them. The Navy 
outbid its rival by offering qualified recruits the 
rank and pay of Petty Officer Mechanic. 

A charismatic leader was needed now and he 
came in the person of Oliver Locker Lampson 
MP., a 34 year old who held North 
Huntingdonshire for the Unionist (Conservative) 
Party. With clandestine help from the Ulster 
Unionists, he had raised an armoured car squadron 
from friends and constituents. Designated No. 15, 
it was sent to East Anglia when a German 
invasion seemed possible in December 1914. 

Later, the squadrons moved abroad: to Africa, 
Gallipoli and Flanders, where they met with 
varying success. Trench warfare did not suit them, 
and the Dardanelles fiasco, which caused 
Churchill’s resignation, lost them their strongest 
ally at the Admiralty. Virtually friendless, the 
Division was about to be handed over, piecemeal, 
to the Army, when a chance conversation with a 
senior Russian officer at a French dinner party in 
the autumn of 1915 gave Locker Lampson an idea. 
Conditions on the Eastern Front favoured 
armoured cars, the Russian told him; Belgium had 
sent a squadron, so why not Britain? 

The request was made formal, and Locker 
Lampson submitted it with his own. He was in 
luck, the Admiralty, smarting from the Navy’s 
failure in the Dardanelles, was keen to restore its 
prestige: a complete division of three squadrons, 
including No. 15, would be sent to Russia before 
winter froze them out. 

Meanwhile, Ted Lockie had been home from 
‘somewhere in France’, where he told the ‘Echo’ 
of 27th August, 1915, he was ‘on the advanced 
repair staff, repairing motorcars’, but would say 
no more. However, his next postcard to Doris, 
dated 10th September, is a ‘L.L.’ (Louis Levy) 
view of the lighthouse at Dunkirk, where a 
squadron was based: 

“I am quite alright, thought you would like a card 
now and then. Thanks for letter. No need to worry, 
just lay upon the pillow and read the Daily 
Mirror. Ted.” 

Surgeon G. Legg, R.N. has censored it. 

The British Armoured Car Division, as it was 
called in Russia, was placed under Locker 
Lampson’s command. Six weeks were needed to 
equip it with Lanchester cars and winter clothing,
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followed by a short spell of leave, before the unit 
mustered at Euston Station in late November 
1915. 

Ted went with them. His next card, dated 27th 
November, is a RP (real photograph) street scene 
of St. Peter’s Cathedral, Liverpool: 

“Left Euston at 12.30. arrived at Liverpool 7.30 
next morning, and were billeted about the place. 
My address here is: P/O W. E. Lockie, c/o 
Grenville Hotel, 10, Grenville Street South, 
Liverpool. I may be here until Wednesday. Put your 
address on letter for return in case I’m gone. Ted.” 

Although he could not know it, Ted was about to 
play his part in a passage of arms unique in 
Britain’s military history. Heartened by messages 
of goodwill from King George V and Rudyard 
Kipling, the Division’s 500 men boarded SS 
‘Umona’ on Wednesday, 1st December 1915. In 
peacetime, the liner had accommodation for only 
75 crew and 58 passengers, so an uncomfortable 
voyage was assured even if the weather was kind. 

It wasn’t. After a 36-hour delay due to U-boat 
sightings in Liverpool Bay, they sailed on the 3rd 
December, heading north along the Ulster 
coastline. On the evening of the 5th, ‘Umona’ ran 
into a storm that nearly sank her. Ted’s eyewitness 
account was published in the ‘Rushden Echo’ on 
the 17th March, 1916, when he was home on 
leave: 

“We lost a couple of lifeboats and several 
temporary buildings on the well decks (were) 
smashed to splinters by the tremendous seas that 
broke over us... The situation became critical, 
over 500 men, including experienced sailors, were 
sick as horses. The Captain never left the bridge 
for over 24 hours, and at one time the ship listed 
to port so far that it was feared she would 
capsize... The sanitary conditions were bad, the 
water froze, and the ship was covered in snow and 
ice...” 

Three days later, the storm blew itself out, though 
life aboard the battered ‘Umona’ remained 
unpleasant. Below, in a stinking shambles, the 
men were allowed no heat or smokes on account 
of the ammunition stored beneath them. Rounding 
the North Cape, further north than any British 
Expeditionary Force before them, they sang the 
National Anthem in commemoration. Ten days 
out from Liverpool, they anchored in Ukansky 
Bay to make urgent repairs. 

The expedition might have ended here. The White 
Sea was frozen, closing their route to Archangel, 
from where came orders for them to return home. 
Sensing it was now or never, Locker Lampson 
connived with the Senior Medical Officer to 
persuade the Admiralty that a pneumonia 
epidemic was likely unless they could get the men 
ashore. His ploy succeeded: he was allowed to 
proceed to the ice-free port of Alexandrovsk, 
better known to World War Two Arctic convoys 
as Murmansk, which they reached on Christmas 
Day. 

They began to land men, who were ‘billeted 
among the Laplanders’. Rations were augmented 
with black bread and reindeer meat, which Ted 
found ‘bitter and unpalatable’. Locker Lampson 
kept them fit with training sessions and helping 
the Russians develop the base. The storm at sea 
had damaged many armoured cars, so these, 
together with the repair staff and the sick, were 
brought home. 

Ted was busy in the ship’s sick-bay, but when 
they called at Lerwick, in the Shetlands, to 
discharge a patient, he found time to send Doris a 
romantic postcard, printed in Germany! 

“Feb. 21.’16. Dear Kid, Just a line hoping you are 
well etc. I have arrived back again and have a few 
minutes ashore, expect to be home shortly. Ted.” 

They reached Newport, Mon., on the 26th, and 
Ted sent a RP of the transporter bridge: 

“Dear Kid, Have arrived all safe and sound at 
Newport. I’m just having a walk round. Snowing 
badly, expect to get a few days leave soon. Ted.” 

Newport was the Division’s home base and 
workshop. A week was needed to unload the ship 
and discharge patients before Ted got his leave; he 
was unaware that the expedition was again in 
jeopardy. 

But someone, probably Churchill, had tipped off 
Locker Lampson: the Admiralty, faced with an 
expensive refit, was considering pulling out of 
Russia. For the British Commander, it posed a 
humiliating setback to his career. Luckily, he held 
a trump card: a letter from King George to his 
cousin, Tsar Nicholas II (figure 1). Now, he 
decided, was the time to deliver it - in person - by 
way of England, Norway and Sweden. 
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A fortnight later, at the 
Russian GHQ (Stavka) at 
Mogilev, where Nicholas 
spent most of his time, 
Locker Lampson found 
hi m charming and 
compliant. No mean 
charmer himself, the 
Englishman not only 
won his plea for the 
Division to be allowed to 
remain in Russia, but 
also was twice invited to 
dine with the Royal 
Family. 

In April, he returned to 
Alexandrovsk aboard 
‘Umona’, taking with 
him the new armoured 
cars and Ted Lockie. The 
spring thaw allowed 
them to complete their interrupted voyage to 
Archangel, where they came ashore to a rousing 
welcome on the 30th May. Ted’s first Russian 
card, a view on the River Dwina with a hasty 
message, was dated the 1st June, the day the 
Division entrained for Moscow (figure 2). 

Figure 2 Reverse of card sent shortly after the arrival at Archangel showing 
the naval censor’s signature and the arrival cachet applied in London. 

The journey south, aboard primitive rolling stock, 
took almost five days to traverse a vast landscape 
of endless forest, dotted with lakes and rustic 
villages. In Moscow, they were received by the 
Grand Duchess Elizabeth, sister of the Tsarina. 
The British were feted wherever they went, but 
were shocked by the pitiful condition of the poor 
and the war-wounded they saw in Moscow’s back 
streets. On the 7th June, the visit culminated in a 
march to the English church, watched by huge 
crowds, followed by a farewell banquet in the 
Summer Gardens. From now on, they were part of 
the Tsar’s Army, and their orders were to entrain 
for Transcaucasia. 

Heading south again, into ever-warmer weather, 
the Division, minus its cars, was approaching a 
remote battleground on the Russo-Turkish border. 
In the wild country beyond the Caucasus 
Mountains, Turks and Russians had clashed 
fiercely, and the Turks had had the worst of it. Oil 
was the ultimate prize and, to safeguard their 
supplies, Britain and Russia had, respectively, 
occupied the north and south of neighbouring 
Persia (Iran). To add to the confusion, revolting 
Armenians inflamed by Turkish massacres and 
dissident Russian Kurds were fighting their own 

battles. Journey’s end came on the 13th June at 
Vladikavkaz in Georgia, Stalin’s birthplace. Here, 
the Division was comfortably quartered in the 
‘Patriotic Warrior of 1812 Officer Training 
College’, which features as the backdrop to one of 
Ted’s group photos (figure 3). 

Sickness kept the ‘medics’ busy; two Petty 
Officers died during the long wait for the cars. 
Ted’s postcards became infrequent, as he 
explained to Doris on a view of the Georgian town 
of Piatigorsk: 

Figure 3  Medical personnel of the unit at Vladikavkaz 
in August 1916. Locker Lampson is second from the 

left in the front row (seated) and Edward Lockie at the 
extreme right. 
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“22nd July 1916. Dearest Jim (facetious pet 
names were now in vogue), do not worry if you do 
not get letters for a long time, they are through the 
Russian post. We can only send letters when we 
are told there is a mail going. Ta Ta, fondest love, 
Phyllis.” 

This (see figure 4) and later cards bear Russian 
adhesives and censor marks, although at least one 
card from this area ( see figure 5) carried a special 
handstamp for the detachment. 

Figure 4 Reverse of card  dated  July 22nd 1916, showing the cathedral at 
Piatigorsk and sent from Vladikavkaz, bearing Petrograd censor mark. 

Figure 5 Reverse of card of the Ostrovsky Baths at Zhelesnovodsk showing the special 
handstamp for the unit in violet. 
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When the cars arrived (see figure 6) the 
Division moved south to the battle zone, 
travelling over hair-raising mountain roads via 
Tiflis (Tbilisi) and Kars, to reach Sarikamish 
on the 3rd of August. Their billets were in bug-
ridden Russian barracks, where they were 
honoured by a visit from the Grand-Duke 
Nicholas, Viceroy of the Caucasus and uncle of 
the Tsar. 

They were soon to part. General Yudenich, the 
Area Commander, sent No.1 Squadron to cover 
his flank in North Persia, whilst Nos. 2 and 3 
Squadrons went to support Cossack cavalry 
(figure 7) on the Plain of Mush. Figure 6   An Austin armoured car arrives in 

Transcaucasia

Ted’s next card, (see figure 8), postmarked 
Odessa 22.12.16, wished Doris seasonal 
greetings on a coloured view of the city 
theatre’s interior. Five months of tussling with 
Kurds and Turks had brought successes, but 
Locker Lampson yearned for fame on other 
fields. Rumania’s rash decision to join the 
allies, on the 27th of August, gave him his 
chance. Enlisting the Grand Duke’s support, he 
persuaded Stavka to move the whole Division 
to Odessa, before returning to England to plead 
for replacements for the Lanchesters, which 
had low ground clearance. 

Figure 7  Cossack cavalry 

Figure 8  Christmas 1916. Reverse of card postmarked Odessa 22.12.16 and bearing 
Censor Mark No. 251 
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Meanwhile, the squadrons found action again as 
part of Russia’s aid to the faltering Rumanians, 
whose old foe, Bulgaria, had attacked them on the 
1st September. They left Odessa on the 14th 
November, at first by rail, and then up the Danube 
on grain barges to Hirsova, where Siberian troops 
were fending off the advancing Bulgarians. 

The Lanchesters suffered casualties in the ensuing 
battles: though almost impervious to small-arms 
fire, they were vulnerable to artillery. Slowly, the 
poorly equipped Russians were forced back to 
Braila and Galatz, faraway places that feature, 

Division did receive some excellent Model 'T’ 
Fords, modified at the Newport workshops, On the 
10th February, he left for St. Petersburg (renamed 
Petrograd in 1914), to ask the Russian War Ministry 
for new equipment, and was overtaken there by the 
revolutionary events that deposed the Tsar. 

As an observer, the gadfly Locker Lampson was 
suddenly important to the Admiralty. His 
despatches told of power flowing to Workers’ and 
Soldiers’ Committees (Soviets) and collapsing 
discipline in the Army. Even so, Stavka was 
planning a summer offensive in Austrian Galicia 
(now south-west Poland), where General Brusilov 
had won a great but costly victory the year before. 
Alexander Kerensky, Minister of War in the 
Provisional Government, was quick to reward his 
British allies with new Fiat armoured cars. 

Figure 9 Reverse of a card posted at Bendery station, April 1917 and bearing 
Censor Mark No. 256. 

nonetheless, among Ted’s photos. After Bucharest 
fell, on the 6th December, a new base was 
established at Tiraspol, on the River Dnestr some 
50 miles north-west of Odessa. Ted sent Doris 
three cards from here between the 2nd February 
and 14th April 1917. His censored messages are 
cheerful but reveal little beyond his difficulties 
with the post. (See figure 9). 

Locker Lampson arrived at Tiraspol on the 15th 
January miffed at having missed the fighting, and 
the medals lavishly awarded by the Russians. His 
mission had been largely unsuccessful, though the 

In June, the Division moved to Galicia (figure10) 
and a new forward base at Korsova near the 
Russian 41st Corps. Kerensky strove to enthuse 

Figure 10  Members of the unit with their 
armoured Rolls Royce, Galicia, 1917. 
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his frontline troops with passionate speeches, but 
to no avail. Some units fought well, including the 
aptly named ‘Battalions of Death’, one of them all 
female, but many refused to leave the trenches or 
turned on their officers. They were now facing 
German troops, and German agents were fostering 
revolution to force Russia out of the war. The 
veteran revolutionary, V. I. Ulyanov (Lenin) had 
been brought back from exile in Switzerland for 
this purpose. 

The offensive was a disastrous failure. In July, 
Kerensky became Prime Minister and belatedly 
took action against the Bolsheviks, the majority 
revolutionaries, who had helped to wreck it. 
Trotsky was imprisoned and Lenin went into 
hiding. Only one of Ted’s cards (figure 11), dates 
from these momentous times. It was sent to his 
father by his friend, Jim Cox, who wrote from 
Petrograd on the 3rd July to say: 

Among the latter, sympathy for the 
revolutionaries’ cause had waned, though they 
could not afford to take sides. Sir George 
Buchanan, the British Ambassador, had already 
decided it was time for his countrymen to go, and 
throughout the summer they were steadily 
withdrawn, using home leave as a pretext. 

Kerensky was adopting a Tsarist demeanour: he 
had postcards distributed, showing himself in 
heroic poses. Kornilov, who despised him, was 

“Teddy and myself are both keeping fit. I have not 
seen Ted for some time, but I know he is quite 
well.” 

The Division staffed a small office in Petrograd. 
The end game was at hand. General Brusilov, the 
able Commander-in-Chief, who had advised 
against the offensive, was sacked and replaced by 
the reactionary Kornilov. 

Advance turned into retreat, but the R.N.A.S. 
squadrons continued to perform all that was asked 
of them, plugging gaps in the line left by 
panicking Russian units. Ted is believed to have 
served with No. 2 Squadron, which, with No. 3, 
‘caused great execution’ (a favourite phrase of 
Locker Lampson’s) among the enemy infantry. 
When some stability was regained, Kornilov sent 
the British his ‘sincere and heartfelt thanks’ and a 
hatful of medals for their ‘ brave officers and 
men’. 

plotting counter-revolution. In September, 
Kornilov attempted a march on Petrograd; the 
Soviets armed thousands of citizens, including 
Bolsheviks, to meet it. The plot failed and Kornilov 
was arrested, Kerensky took over as Commander-
in-Chief but was toppled by the Bolsheviks in 
November. Civil war would soon follow. 

By now, most of the Division had left Russia, via 
Archangel and ship to England. Their cars had 
been sent to winter quarters at Kursk, scene of 

Figure 11  Reverse of card from Petrograd with Control No. 40. 
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World War Two’s greatest tank battle, in the care 
of a small maintenance party. This was withdrawn 
in January 1918 when relations with the local 
Soviet turned hostile. 

A hazardous, two-week train journey took them to 
Murmansk, where they were almost turned back by 
order of Trotsky, the new Minister for Foreign 
Affairs. Curbing the movement of foreign troops 
was a German condition of the peace treaty being 
negotiated by Lenin at Brest-Litovsk. But Trotsky’s 
tardy message did not prevent the R.N.A.S. 
rearguard from reaching sanctuary aboard the old 
battleship 'Glory’ and a safe passage home. 

In their absence, the Division had been taken over 
by the Army, becoming a Brigade of the Motor 
Machine Gun Corps. Stationed at Belton Camp, 
near Grantham, where they received equivalent 
army ranks, the men were preparing to return to 
Russia for their strangest adventure yet. 

The Treaty of Brest-Litovsk obliged Russia to 
cede areas of Transcaucasia to Turkey, and with 
the collapse of General Yudenich’s army, it was 
feared the Turks might move into North Persia, 
cutting off Britain’s oil supplies, or even seize 
Baku, Russia’s oil centre on the Caspian Sea. 

An Indian Army officer, Major-General Lionel 
Dunsterville, a schoolmate of Rudyard Kipling (he 
was ‘Stalky’ of ‘Stalky & Co.’), was chosen to 
lead ‘Dunsterforce’ and frustrate Turkish 
ambitions. Designated ‘Duncars’, the new Brigade 
would be a part of it. 

Duncars’ destination was Mesopotamia, ‘the land 
between the rivers’ (Tigris and Euphrates), now 
called Iraq. From Basra, they would proceed by 
barge up the Tigris to Baghdad, captured from the 
Turks in 1917 and join Dunsterforce. Ill health 
prevented Locker Lampson from leading them, 
but he wrote personally to thank everyone who 
had served with him in Russia. 

On the 28th January 1918, the Brigade, 
commanded by Lt. Col. Smiles, sailed from 
Southampton for Cherbourg. The first leg of their 
journey lay through France and Italy to the port of 
Taranto. Ted’s last postcards to Doris date from 
this time. 
2nd February,’18. A French photoprint of a 
British officers’ mess, in a Nissen hut: 

“Dearest Jim, Still going well. Have just arrived 
at the 2nd rest camp for some grub and a wash. 

Am still somewhere in France, expect to carry on 
tonight. By the way, when I left home for 
Grantham, I rode up to London with Jack 
Harrison. He’s here with the party, there is a big 
crowd of us all told. Best love and kisses, Yours, 
Phyllis.” 

8th February, ’18. A coloured view of the ‘Greek 
Cathedral in the Basilica’, location unknown:  

“Somewhere in Italy. My dear Jim, still going well 
and having a good time. Jack and I are together 
so far. Have just arrived at another rest camp. 
This is a most beautiful country. Best love to all at 
home. Ever yours, Phyl.” 

Ted’s friend Jack had been awarded the Russian 
St. George Medal for ‘Bravery under Fire’ at 
Topalul, Rumania, on the 30th November 1916. 

Excepting these postcards, his photographs are our 
only records of Ted’s part in the confused 
Dunsterforce affair. The Brigade reached Basra on 
the 1st March, but their cars, improved, twin-turret 
Fiats, didn’t arrive until April. The Turks had 
chosen the Baku option, and General Dunsterville 
planned to advance on the Caspian port of Enzeli 
(Anzali) to forestall them. 

In between, lay 400 miles of rough, mountainous 
country, strewn with rushing torrents to ford, 
narrow defiles, and precipitous passes up to 6000 
feet. Even so, a squadron and some motor 
machine-gun sections got through. 

By comparison with the ethnic complexities of the 
campaign, the physical obstacles must have 
seemed straightforward. Russia’s civil war 
distorted everything, as ‘Red’ armies clashed with 
‘White’ and former allies intervened against the 
Bolsheviks to secure their own interests. Added to 
this were minority peoples with axes to grind. 
Identifying allies and enemies could be difficult: 
the Turks employed Persian Jangalis, Kurds and 
Moslem levies, whilst Dunsterforce joined with 
Armenians and both Cossacks and Bolsheviks, 
when the two were not fighting each other. 

Enzeli was saved, but Baku came under siege by 
superior Turkish forces and had to be evacuated in 
September. Dunsterforce was disbanded, having 
succeeded insofar as it had prevented any Russian 
oil reaching the enemy before the November 
armistice ended hostilities. 
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Duncars made a leisurely return to Baghdad. In 
mid-January, 1919, they embarked for home, 
travelling by their outward route to arrive at 
Southampton on the 28th February. They went 
straight to Belton Park Camp, which had acquired 
a bad reputation. The unit had suffered its worst 
casualties to date in the recent battles and, 
shamefully, six more men died of pneumonia at 
Belton after having to sleep rough in their thin, 
tropical uniforms. Many more suffered frostbite in 
the bitter cold. 

Following this scandal, the War Office approved 
an immediate release for the survivors, who were 
also allowed to wear their Russian decorations. On 

the 14th March, in a blizzard, most of them left 
Grantham station for home; it was, perhaps, an 
appropriate ending for a unique British force, 
whose operations have a peculiar resonance in our 
own times. 

Ted Lockie died in 1966, too soon to add his 
contribution to the Perrett and Lord book. The 
official papers they used in their research were 
released in 1968. Ted’s best photographs, enhanced 
and enlarged, are now in the care of the Imperial 
War Museum (if only they had been postcards!), 
and two vintage Lanchester cars, highlights of the 
Lockie sale, have found new owners. I think he 
would have approved. 

The unit’s armoured Rolls Royce 

The Trans-Siberian Route 
Lenard Tiller  

Whilst reading through a copy of the Journal of 
Chinese Philately, I came across a timetable for the 
Trans-Siberian Route. I am grateful to Dennis 
Collins of the Chinese Society for kindly sending 
me a copy for reproduction in our journal (see 
pages 14 & 15). It may be of some interest to those 
that collect TPO’s, as the list of stopping and 
connecting points may help to answer some 
questions relating to mail that travelled on this 
route. 

The timetable was issued in 1934 and covers the 
‘routes’ from Harbin to China and Japan; Harbin to 
Manchouli; Manchouli to Moscow & Stolpce; 
Stolpce to Warsaw & Berlin, with the connections 

to London, Paris, Geneva, Italy and Scandinavia. It 
lists the fares for 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th class travel, 
in US Dollars. What is amusing and nothing to do 
with philately however (in the top right hand 
corner of the first page of the timetable) is the 
reference to ‘soft’ and ‘hard’ class. One can 
presume that ‘soft’ class was third class, which 
entitled the traveller to a soft seat only in the 
appropriate carriage, and ‘hard’ class was fourth 
class, where one had to endure such a long journey 
on a wooden bench seat. Having travelled on 
Russian trains myself, I can well imagine the 
discomfort of those with lower category class 
tickets. 
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•1:hc ~ONl!A Y dcpa1·lur~ from 1\.fanchouli is tht! 'J'raitHJc-1.uxL· · 
carryang f 1ra~ Culegory ~nd S~<:oud Category passcngea·s only. 1'hcrn 
is no extra charge hy th1a train to holders of tickets of those clasl\e~. 
The ~u1·sday departure from Munchnuli is the 01'dinury Express 
;:~~~:~~r!ll,st and 2ml Cateeory, "Soft" Clas!II and "Hatd" Cla:u 

·THE TRANS-SIBERIAN ROUTE 
AND CONNECTING LINES 

March 1934] 

Compiled by COOK-WAGONS•LITS Official Booking Agents 

TO HARBIN FROM CHINA AND JAPAN HARBIN TO MANCHOULI 

(1) FROM SHANGHAI via DAIREN Sana. Weds, Harbin 
Taitaihar 
Hollar 
Manchoull 

dep. 8,00 a.m. 

Depart Sb■nehAi P.00 a.m. by mail steamer of D.K..K. Co. (uUlnp 
ev~ry Uu u., or fuur da,rH) for l4ureu which 111 reached at 110011 two da7a 
l11Ler. E1:act Milin~ do.tea on app.lica.Uon to Cook-Wasen■-Lita ollcn, 
Obt.a1n Mnnchurian visa at D.airon. 

Mona. 'l'hun. 

arr. 
arr, 
arr. 7.10 a.m. 

Paaaport and Cu1tom1 lnspcct1on. 

Jo'ri . Mon. Oairen 
Mukden 
Mukden 
H,inkin&' 
H11inkinK' 
UIU'bin 

df'p. 
arr. 
ditp. 
arr. 
dep. 
arr. 

16.t0 
23.25 
2UO 

TRANS-SIBERIAN EXPRESS 
MANCHOULI-MOSCOW-STOLPCE (Moscow time) 

(2) FROM SHANGHAI via TIENTSIN 

Tue.. Fri. 

Thur1. Sun. 

F~1. M;n, 

(3) 

Thurs. Sun. 

Sbansbal 
Yi& Nanklnr 

Tltnt.oln ( E) 

Sha~baik_:~n 
obtain Manchurian 

via& 
Shanhaikwan 
Mukden 
MukMn 
H,inkins 
HainkinK' 
Hurbin 

dtp, 

arr. 
dt:p, 
arr. 

dep. 
arr. 
dcp, 
arr. 
dep, 
arr. 

FROM PEKING AND TIENTSIN 

P•kin&' 
Tient&in 

dep, 
dep. 

7.00 chanse 
8.30 

14.10 cb■nae 

18.05 

uo r.han.,. 
n1idnieht 

7.59 cb&Dlf'I 

11.01 
JU.66 cbAn .. 
23.40 

7.00 ehanee 
8.IO 

u .10 ehana• 

IG.11 
mldnlclt, 

Thence aa 
Hainkinr). 

i,er Servfoe No. 2. above (via Shan.halkwan, Mukden and 

Sat. Tueo. Harbin arr. 14.10 ehan .. 

Not•.-An alternative rou.te from North Chin• J1 by D.K..K. ateame1 
hvery 2/1 d&y1) from Tlentaln 1lo Dairen, thence by rail .u per Strvic• 
No. 1 abQYe, 

(4) FROM JAPAN via SHIMONOSEKI-FUSAN 

Wed. Sat. Tokyo 
Y'okoh■QI.I. 
Ko~o (San.) 
Shimono■eki 

•~ (1teamer) 
Fu1an Pier 
K~iJo <train) 

Antunl' 
(Cll1tom1) 

Mukden 
Mukden 
Hainkine 
H1inkinc 
Hurbiu 

dcp. 

arr. 
dep. 
arr. 
d•p. 
dep. 

arr. 
dep. 
arr. 

· dep. 
ltr. 
clop. 
arr. 

FROM JAPAN via DAIREN 

!t:l U.47 
8.50 

10.30 
18.30 Japan 
19.Jill time 

7.00 

17.U 
17.60 
22.,0 chanar• 
23.40 

7.00 chanee, 
8,80 

1 ◄ ,10 cbanse 

)'rom Kobe by O.S.K. 1teamer a&ilinl' every other day t.u Oairtn 
(Journey 4 daya) thencu as per Service No. l. Dairen to Harbin. 

Note.-A new aervice i1 beine Ina.uprated from Japan via Seiahln to 
Jlurbin and i, npect.ed shortly to be put into operation. Latest inform■• 
tion at; l:uuk- W1&aon1~Llta Offlcca, 

ltlm. • 129 
228 
11• 
471 
818 
737 
888 

IOU 
1198 
1258 
IHI 
!HO 
1628 
H68 
1710 
1772 
1912 
IHI 
2192 
2881 
2868 
2479 
2811 
1768 
1795 
1881 
11996 
SUi 
1117 
1247 
H7J 
U04 
1671 
aoa1 

'"' 4281 
4426 
H97 
4111 
4682 
4763 
'796 
48H 
4U81 
6040 
6175 
6178 
6~96 
5&18 
6687 
6650 
S751 
5804 
6011 
6140 
d261 
6364 
G42V 
860 
1104 
5714 
7US 
7414 
7631 
7552 

lfancho11U 
Boraia . • 
Oloviannaya 
KarJmaka7■ 
Chila 11. 
M:011->n 
Hllok .••• , 
Petrovaky Z11.vod • 
Verknl-Udlnak • 
Miaovaya • 
Sludianka 
Irkolok • • • • 
InnokentitV1kaya • 
Polovina •• 
Cberembovo , 
Z.lari 
Zima 
Tulun , , 
Nljneadi&n■k 
Taishet 
llanak:iya 
K.an1k • • 
Klukvenayya 
Kruao1ank • 
Cluirnorechen1knya 
At<obln,k , • , ·, 
Bo1otol • 
.lhrllnok. , 
Tllr• . . 
:rurp J • 
Bolotnaya • 
NOYGelDrnk • 
Chulimakaya 
Barabin.II • 
Tatarakaya • 
Om1k • • • 
lahlm 
Vagnl • . . 
Yalutorovak , 
Tlumen •• 
PokJevakaya • 
Kttm11hlov • 
Bogdanovlkh 
8verdlov1k 
Xoo;.ino 
Shaliu • 
Kunwur 
Perm 
VercBCha1eino 
Balezino 
Gluov. 
Zuevka 
Vlall<a 
Svetcha 
Sb11rla • 
Nlklla-Poloma 
Boot 
D■nilov 
l'1polie 
Al1:.xant.lrov 
MOSCOW (Sevoray) 
Moecow (Belov-u .. ky) 
8molen1k 
Mluk 
Ne1"orelo7e • 
Stolpce-

Mon. Thu, 

Tue. 

Thu. 

Arrival 
7.10 

18.26 
15.42 
20.211 
22.29 

2.66 
6,18 
8.19 

11.19 
1U5 
18.12 

·2UI 
22.u 
0.26 
I.II 
2.68 
UB 
7.42 

10.12 
14.01 
17,14 
18.04 
20,48 
2US 

S,4-1 
4.37 
6,68 
8.42 

11.49 
11.4! 
14.28 
17,00 
20.04 
28.18 
2.29 
5.47 

12.19 
15.63 
17.:14 
19.17 
21.se 
23.02 
o.os 
2.04 
4.14 
6.38 
8.29 

10.SO 
13.17 
15.56 

18.83 
20.48 
23.46 
2.10 u, 
1.32 
9.41 

11.25 
14,47 
17.0,J 

8.10 
11.50 
12.57 
15,16 

°i~~UM 
IU8 
111.02 
20.30 
22.89 

S,04 
U3 
8.21 

11 ,89 
14.55 
18.22 
22.01 
22.28 
0.8'1 
1.36 
8.06 
H6 
7.56 

10.38 
14.08 
17.28 
18.08 
20.68 
0,07 
8.62 
us 
8.12 
8.50 

12,18 
18.4' 
14,83 
17.20 
20.14 
28.38 
2.39 
8.07 

12.38 
16.0( 
17.42 
19.38 
21.48 
23.11 
0.08 
2.2, 
u, 
5.48 
8.39 

lD.50 
13,27 
18.05 

18.(3 
21.08 

0.01 
2.23 
5.18 
7.50 
9.55 

11.45 
14.68 

23.00 
8.26 

12.06 
14.42 

Nt.1te.-All Service■ to M■nc:bouli ahown above are in "Chil)a Coa■t"' time except that from Tokyo to Antune which ia one hour -.rlier. 

To obtain 
local 

time add 
6 hours 

.. 
3 houra 

2 h~ura 

1 h~ur 

'l'he above achedulea are prepared from the latcat thne.i.a.ble■ received by Cook-Wa.gona-Lita who cannot. accept reapon1ibility for their nccuracy. 

Gene,-al For•ill" Pa•••1111er A11onf.1, THOS. COOK & SON, LTD. 
Pe1u1•11lvanio Railro11d. 

Head Offece: 
BERKELEY STREET, LoNDON, W,I, 

COOK-WAGONS-LITS 
WORLD TRAVEL SERVICE 

FAR EASTERN OFFICES: 
SHANGHAI, Central Arcade, N'anking Road. (A) 
'flMN'J'SIN, 63 Victoria Road, (A) (A) H rb ' ' HARBIN, 132 Kitaiskaya St.,_ a tn Pristane; 8-6, 

Soongary Pr., Harbin New Town. (D) l'Ell'ING (Pekinir), Grand Hotel de Pekin, (A) 
KOBE, Oriental Holel. (A) 

I 
HONGKONG, Queen's Buildinir, opposite Star Ferry Pier. 

HSINKING (Chan1chun), in the Station. (D) 
MANCHURIA, in the Station. (D) 

(A) Tele,raphic-addre88 "Coupon." (D) Telegraphic-address "Sleeping." 
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EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS (Local Times) 

STOLPCE-WARSAW-BERLIN 

lrlon. Thurs Stolpce dep, 14.06 Wagona .. Lit1 Car, lat and 2nd 
elaa■ 

•wara&w arr, 21,29 .. F;i. Warsaw dep, 21.49 
Tues. Neu Bentsche-11 arr, 6,80 Custom-a 4 Puaporta 

Neu Bentsche11 dep. 8.86 

Berlin (Scbles) arr. 0.2B chana-e cars at Schleababn• 
Berlin (Friedl arr. 9 58 hof station but continue on 

· train t.o Friedrich1tra1ae 

Vienna • 
• Innabruck 

Zurich • 
Bale •• 

VIENNA-BALE-GENEVA 

Daily 
• dep. 
• arr. 
• arr. 
• arr. 

Dolly 
13,46 
23.61i 

5.28 
8.60 

Dolly 
20.16 

7.00 
u.o, 
14.80 . 

BERLIN-SCANDINAVIA 

Arlberr Expnoss 
Wed, Frl. .Mon, 

11,Sl 
2G.45 
us 
8.16 · 

l Paasenreu for London 

station. . Berlin •• 
Copenhagen 
Stockholm . 
0,10 ••. 

, dep. 
• arr. 
. arr. 
• arr. 

6,45 
18.12 
8.18 

10.00 

10.18 

7.51 
10.0(> 

19.10 
8.05 
7.05 

20,06 
•Chango at Warsaw for Vienna and Italy. 

BERLIN TO LONDON 

Via llook of llolland Vi!' Fluahlnr 
(Daily (Dally) 

Berlin (Fr.) . • dep, Berlin (Fr.) 13.26 
Hook of HoUa.n<I arr, 22.28 Flushing .. dep. 23.00 .. 
Harwlch arr. 6,16 Harwich 
London (L. St..) 8.38 London (L.' st:) 

NORD EXPRESS (Daily) 
lat and 2ncl ClaH Wacona-Llts De-Luxe ,Sleepers. 

Berlin (Fr.) , • 
Cologne •••. 
Brussels (Nord) • 
Calais Pier • • , 
London (Vic) • • 

STOLPCE-PARIS 

• dep. 

ff 

• arr. 

21.25 
4.49 
9.00 

1u, 
16.10 

dop. 22.58 
arr. 11.89 
dep. 12.50 
dop. 18.46 
a.rr. 20.13 

Mon. Thu:ra, Stolpt• ~ .... 14.05 Throurh Wagona-Llt■ Car to 

l'ues. 

W~d •. 

Fri1, Nei. Jlentach,m arr, 
Part■ .. 1st and ~d claa1 

5.30 Pa■sport and Cua 1111 
Neu Bentschon dep, 6.36 

via. Berlin 
Cologne arr. 19.00 
Aachen arr. 20.18 Cuotoma and Pauport1 .. Liege arr • 21.23 

Sats. P.oris (Nord) arr. 6.43 

BERLIN TO PARIS BY NORD EXPRESS 
Daily. 1st and 2nd Claaa Wagons-Lita D&-Lua:e Sleepen. 

Berlin (t'r,) 
Cologne • • 
Paris (Nord) 

dep, 21.25 
,, 4.42 

orr. 10.25 

EXAMPLE . FARES 
(QUOT~D IN Ii.S._ ~OLLARS) 

FROM HARBIN 

latClau 
lit . to 

Ola11 Stolpco, 2nd 
throurh• cla11 Second I Third 

out bc-yond 1 .eJua class 
(lat (1st 1 (2nd (hard 

ca1411Gey cateaory ! caterory clan 

TO ROUTE 
in in \ In In 

U.S,S,R.) U.S.S R,) U.S S.R.) U.S.S.R.) 

BERLIN Waraaw . 164.111 157.02 128.40 71.47 
LONDON Berlin, llook, Holland · . 193,38 177.64 148.112 93.50 .. RanoTer, Flu1hlnr ---,_ .. Colo&'Dt, Calal1 , ---.. Colope,. 01tend ,_ 
Parl1 Colorno ,- -------,_ 
llrua .. la Bol'lin, Cologne , -------.. BarUn1 Colo•n• • --
Copenhag<!n Berlin, GJedaer , --~--~ ,_ 
Geneva Berlin, Bale, Berne , ,--- --------
Rome , Warnw, Vlenu, .Venlee --·-
Stockholm Berlin, Jlalmo 

Vienna. W.araaw ------------
NOTE: Above faree Include Railway Company's hooklng-feo, 

PLEASE NOTE any far.ea sh♦wn above" are those in operation .at .the 
I time of lntertion and .are. subject t,o alt.ration. Cook.-Wagona,.Lite aJwaya 

---------------------------- char1re the lowest existing fares in opera.tlon at the time ticket& are actually 

MOSCOW-BIGOSSOVO-DAUGA VPILS-BERLIN 

Suns. Weds. Moscow dep. 
arr. 
ai·r. 
dep. 

18.05 
Moua. Thurs. Bigo11ovo 10.28 Cu1toma and PMsporta 

Tues. 

lndra 
DUUJC&VpJls 

Frls. Berlin (Fried.) arr. 

11.08 Cu.stoma and l'auporta , 
13,18 Warons-Llta Car, bt and 2nd 

class 
,.oo 

WARSAW TO VIENNA AND ITALY 
Mems. WC'ds. ~'ria. Ouily Daily to Vionna 

Warsaw dep. 22.16 7.30 17,00• 
Vhmna. .. 
Venice 
R(!me 

arr. 11.50 20.30 
dep, 22.00 
arr. 11.21 .. 7.00 

*Weds, and Suns. only through to Italy. 

YOUR 
HEAVY BAGGAGE 

8.34 
~.60 

2Ul 
9.10 

COOK-WAGONS-LITS gladly undertake to forward · 
heavy packages such as trunks, boxes, crates, etc., by 
all-sea 1 oute and to deliver same to your Home address 
wherever situated. 

Cook-Wago11s-Lita will attend to Customa, etA:., 
formalities in the Far East and on entry into the country 
of destination. 

Baggage can be insured by Cook-Wagons-Lita and 
warehoused if required. 
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The Chernigov railway branch and nearby branch 
lines in the Ukraine Province 
Leonard Tann 
These notes look at the branch line from 
Chernigov down to Dnyepr-Krasnoye, as well as 
at nearby stations and branch lines, particularly 
Vorozhba to Khutor Mikhailovsky and Seredinno 
Buda as well as the ‘twig branch’ 
Tereshchenskaya to Pirogovka. 

Figure 1 shows a map of the railway system in the 
Chernigov and Poltava Provinces (as relevant to 
these notes) in the 1914 period. The main railway 

line ran west to east from Kiev across the 
Chernigov Province through Nyezhin, Kruti, 
Bakhmach and Konotop on to Vorozhba L’gov 
and Kursk. My dear friend Patrick Campbell of 
the Canadian Society wrote some time ago in 
Yamshchik about ‘the spreading vine’, how the 
railway system developed from dozens of small 
branch lines that grew into major routes and 
connecting lines of the Russian rail network. 

Figure 1 
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Figure 2 shows in detail the Chernigov 
to Dnyepr-Krasnoye branch itself, 
traversing the Chernigov and Poltava 
Provinces from north to south. The River 
Desna that flowed across the north of the 
Chernigov Province into the River 
Dnyepr just north of Kiev was in those 
days bridged only in one place, carrying 
the main line railway from Bakhmach up 
to Novobelitzi (or Novobelitzkaya) and 
on to Moscow. All the other branches 
terminated on the banks of the Desna. 
The ‘twig-branch’ Tereshchenskaya to 
Pirogovka ended on the south bank of 
the Desna, opposite Novgorod-Syeverski 
on the north bank. In later times, a 
bridge was built linking up these two 
branches. 

Chernigov to Kruti to Dnyepr-
Krasnoye Branch 
Although the main town of Chernigov 
was on the north bank of the Desna 
River, the station was on the south bank 
[In post World War 2 times, a new station 
called Chernigov Syeverni Vokzal 
(Chernigov North Station) was built and 
linked by a new railway bridge with 
Chernigov South. New lines were built 
north to Novobelitzkaya and west to link 
up with Korosten]. 

There were of course, bridges for foot-passengers 
to walk from the town to the station. Therefore, 
although the town had its own post offices, 
Chernigov Station had a post office administered 
by the Railway Postal Administration. The 
postmark was a circular type, never replaced by an 
oval type, possibly because it didn’t see too much 
use. Most of the mail was probably put on the 
Chernigov TPO. The Chernigov Station postmark 
(figure 3) is not a common postmark and is 
recorded so far between 1913 and 1916. 

Figure 3

Figure 2 

The route of the branch line was: 
Chernigov - Yasnovskaya Platform - Muraveika -
Drozdovka - Beresoch - Britani - Kruti (the 
junction with the Kiev to Kursk main line) -
Priputni - Ichnya - Kolomeitzyevo - Priluki -
Linovitzi - Grabarovka - Piryatin  - Orzhina -
Grebenka (junction of the main line from Kiev to 
Poltava and Kharkov) - Drabovo-Baryat -
Palmira - Zolotonosha and via a minor branch off 
the main line, to Dnyepr-Krasnoye terminus on 
the north bank of the Dnyepr River. Apart from 
providing the riverside village of Dnyepr-
Krasnoye with a rail link, it ensured that the 
‘local’ line from Chernigov did not go over the 
Dnyepr River at this point and thus cross the 
provincial boundary into the Kiev Province. 

The Chernigov to Dnyepr-Krasnoye railway was 
allocated numbers 141 and 142. The railway 
operated from Chernigov to Piryatin by 1894 and 
the whole length by 1900 at the latest. The earliest 
record at the moment of a postmark of this line is 
from 1896, the standard circular 'Pochtovyi Vagon 
No. 141'. A circular type for 142 awaits discovery. 
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In the early years of this century, experiments were 
made with octagonal types of postmarks for 
railways so as to be distinguishable from ordinary 
circular postmarks. Route 141 and possibly 142 
(though none as yet recorded), was one route where 
octagonal railway postmarks were employed, but 

the switch to the oval types swiftly took place. 

Examples of the oval types are shown in figure 4 
from the collection of the author. At the base of the 
oval there is a ‘star’ and to the right of the ‘star’ a 
letter for the sub-type of the oval. 

(x 2) →

 (x 2) ↑ 

Figure 4 

By 1914, the actual route of the trains on the 
Chernigov branch was shortened to Ichnya, thus 
keeping the train service of the Chernigov branch 
entirely within the Chernigov Province. The rest of 
the line was still served by the main line trains. It 
is likely that the tiny branch from Zolotonosha to 
the village of Dnyepr-Krasnoye ceased to run 
trains. Although the actual route was shortened, it 
seems no change was made to the oval postmarks 
that continued to read ‘Chernigov/Dnyepr 
Krasnoye’. This situation continued through the 
Revolutionary Period. Some time around 1920, the 
line itself was re-laid. From Veresoch it curved 
more sharply southwards, crossing the main Kiev 
to Kursk line at Nyezhin and going south to link up 
at Priluki. The line through Kruti to Ichnya was 
lifted. 

Kruti 
This was a minor junction station on the two lines, 

but had a railway station post office. Like 
Chernigov, only a circular-type postmark is 
known from here. Figure 5 shows two examples, 
the first from the author’s collection dated 1908, 
on a postcard to the town of Snovsk in Chernigov 
Province. The second is a photocopy the author 
has, taken I believe from the collection of Timo 
Bergholm of Finland. It is a strike of 1916, 
identical to the 1908 one but a bit more ‘worn’. At 
a guess, when the Chernigov line was re-laid in 
1920 to intersect with the main line at Nyezhin, it 
is possible that the Kruti station office was no 
longer needed and ceased to function. 

Apparently Kruti holds an honoured place among 
Ukrainians, for it was here in 1918 that university 
students and townsfolk fought an heroic resistance 
against the communists. More information on this 
would be appreciated. 
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Figure 5 

Konotop and Konotop TPOs 
Just a little further east along the main Kiev to VOKZAL CHERN[igov], (figure 6). Two or three 
Kursk line was Konotop. There was a state post minor sub-types are known, and these span the 
office at the station, not administered by the period 1912-1916. It possibly continued into the 
Railway Post Administration and therefore a Revolutionary period. 
circular-type postmark, reading KONOTOP 
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By 1900 there was a TPO operating from Konotop 
as far as Koronyevo given numbers 177 and 178. 
By 1906 the TPO was extended as far as 
Voronezh. Again from the author’s collection, 
(figure 7) are two postcards showing 

VORONEZH*177*KONOTOP ‘a’ 26-7-10, and 
KONOTOP*178*VORONEZH ‘d’ 13-4-11. 

Sometime later, possibly early in the War, the 
TPO route was extended to Kiev and after the 
Revolution as far as Kursk. 

Tereshchenskaya to Pirogovka TPO 
From Konotop there was a branch line 
northwards to Altinovka. A tiny ‘twig’ 
curved westwards to Korop, while the 
principal line continued northwards to 
Tereshchenskaya, and turned westwards to 
Pirogovka on the south bank of the Desna 
River (figure 8). 

It seems strange, but the Tereshchenskaya to 
Pirogovka ‘twig-branch’ had a local TPO. 
Almost certainly this was a little tank-engine 
and single coach chuffing up and down this 
branch line, with a postal clerk sitting at the 
end of the carriage, postmarking en route 
mail posted aboard. It was an un-numbered 
oval postmark, thus administered by the 
local postal authorities, and yet the number 
of examples we have of this very minor TPO 
suggests it was quite a busy route postally! 

Figure 7 

Figure 8 
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Shown in figure 9 are two examples from the 
author’s collection including a stampless postcard 
headed ‘Soldier’s Mail’ from the wartime, and a 
very nice 3k. postal stationery card of 1912 
addressed to a printing firm in Moscow 

This Tereshchenskaya to Pirogovka TPO 
continued even when the branch line from 
Konotop ceased to be a local branch, but had an 
extension via Yanpol to Khutor Mikhailovsky and 
Navia, linking up with Bryansk. 

Figure 9 

Last train to Seredinno Buda. 
A little further along the main 
line, we come to Vorozhba. 
Again, a local branch line ran 
northwards from here (figure 
10). This local line meandered 
northwards via Glukhov to 
Khutor Mikhailovsky. Until 
mid-1907, the branch curved 
eastwards, ending at Seredinno 
Buda just inside the eastern 
boundary of the Chernigov 
Province. Operating from 1897, 
this branch was allocated 
numbers 175 and 176. Needless 
to say, in this early period, the 
circular Pochtovyi Vagon types 
are scarce. But Seredinno Buda, 
the village terminus of this line, 
operated a station post office. 

Figure 10 

 Shown in figure 11 is a 
postcard dated May 1907, 
with (somewhat worn!) 
circular postmarks reading 
SEREDINNO BUDSKOYE / 
ZHELYEZNODOR PO. 

In August 1907, the railway 
b r  a n c h  w  a  s  e  x  t e  n d e  d  
northwards from Kutor 
Mikhailovski at the same time 
a s  t  h  e  l  i  n k  f  r  o m  
Tereshchenskaya via Yanpol 
was made and the link to 
Seredinno Buda was lifted and 
the station office closed. Any 
other examples of this station 
PO would be welcome, but it 
must be classed as scarce. 
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Figure 11 
Vorozhba to Khutor Mikhailovsky TPO. Although, in the period of the oval postmarks the 
This was, as stated, allocated numbers 175 and line was a major connecting link from Vorozhba 
176. While the earlier circular types are scarce, the to Bryansk, and therefrom directly to Moscow, the 
later oval types are recorded, although they too are ‘section’ remained Vorozhba to Khutor 
not common. Shown here (figure 12) are examples Mikhailovsky, being effectively treated as a minor 
from the author’s collection. However, the name branch line. This may well account for its 
on the oval is MIKHAILOVSKY KHUTOR. relatively scarcity. 

Figure 12 

These railway branches in the Ukraine Province of Journal could do a ‘follow-up’ if readers having 
Russia in the early years, their postmarks and more of these postmarks, or the earlier types, 
development are of great interest. Perhaps our could let us see them. 
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The ‘Miropol’e Bisects’ and others from  

the same batch 
A. Epstein (Tallinn, Estonia) 

Indeed, bisects of postage stamps used on mail do 
arouse a collector’s interest. There are some such 
bisects, including from Russia, prepared out of 
real necessity, but there were more that were 
clearly results of philatelists’ influence or, what is 
still worse, bogus productions. It seems the most 
well-known example of philatelic influence was 
the so-called Kutais provisional of 1884 and very 
probably also the Revel bisect of 1909 (I am going 
to discuss this in a later article). 

In the previous issue of the BJRP [1] I commented 
on some dubious bisects from the revolutionary 

period. This article deals mainly with another 
series of bisects on covers and material associated 
with them. 

As far as I know, B. Shishkin [2] was the first who 
described a postcard with a bisected 10 k. stamp 
like those shown later by G. Werbitsky [3, 4] and 
T. Page [5], although the latter’s card was 
cancelled not at Miropol’e but at Kondratovka. A 
further postcard with a bisected 10 k. stamp 
cancelled at Trostyanets-Akhtyrski was shown to 
me by Kaj Hellman who kindly supplied me also 
with its photocopy (figure 1). 

Figure 1 

One more similar postcard with a Miropol’e bisect 
surfaced at a German philatelic auction. However, 
these four postcards would be too small a sample 
for any conclusions different from those made by 
T. Page, if not the recent publication of the new 
issue of the R. Ceresa’s handbook series [6]. The 
latter includes illustrations of a few postcards and 
covers with peculiar frankings (not only bisects 
but devalued non-postal Control stamps as well 
and, not only from Miropol’e) which seem to 
originate from the same batch. 

The opinions of the above authors about these 
cards and covers are rather different. Whilst 
Shishkin ranks his bisect with local provisionals 
and, like Ceresa, considers these frankings as 
genuine postal usages, A. Cronin, the editor of the 
Post Rider in his comment to Werbitsky’s note is 
certain that the postcard with the Miropol’e bisect 
was made purely for philatelic purposes. 
Werbitsky himself and Page take a rather cautious 
position as to the origin of the postcards in their 
possession. 
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All items of that kind known to me are listed in the table below in chronological order. 

Item Cancelling Arrival postmark Type of Franking Cachet Source of 
postmark with date  with date mail item information 

1 Akhtyrka Khark. "v" Miropol'e Kursk "v" OPC 10 k. Arms vert. ? Ceresa 
17.8.18 ?.9.18 bisect (left half) p. 35 

2 Akhtyrka Khark. "v" Ugroedy Khark. "a" RL 5 x 3 k. Arms A Ceresa 
18.8.18 22.8.18  + 10 r. Control  

(ass. = 10 k.)
p. 38 

 = 25 k. 

3 Trostyanets - Akhtyrka Khark. "v" OPC 10 k. Arms vert. B Hellman 
Akhtysrkii 22.8.18 bisect (right 

Khark. "b" 19.8.18 half) 

4 Kondratovka Kursk 
"v" 31.8.18 

Miropol'e Kursk "v" 
2.9.18 

OPC 10 k. Arms vert. 
bisect (left half) 

C Shishkin 

5 Miropol'e Kursk "v" 
31.8.18 

? OPC 3 k. Arms 
+ 3 r. Control 

D Ceresa 
p. 63 

(ass. = 3 k.)
 = 5 k. 

6 Miropol'e Kursk "v" Belaya Sudzhanskaya OPC 10 k. Arms vert. E Werbitsky 
2.9.18 Kursk "a" 10.9.18 bisect (right 

half) 

7 Miropol'e Kursk "v" 
2.9.18 

Belaya Sudzhanskaya 
Kursk "a" 10.9.18 

OPC 10 k. Arms vert. 
bisect (left half) 

E Page 

8 Miropol'e Kursk "v" Belaya Sudzhanskaya OPC 10 k. Arms vert. E Kohler 
2.9.18 Kursk "a" 10.9.18 bisect (right 

half) 
Auction 15
16 March 

1966 

9 Miropol'e Kursk "v" 
3.9.18 

Belaya Sudzhanskaya 
Kursk "a" 10.9.18 

OL 5 x 2 k. Arms + 
2 x 5 k. Arms + 
5 x 1 k. Arms + 

D Ceresa 
p. 196 

50 shag. (=25 k.) 
Ukr. 1918 = 50 k. 

LEGEND 
Type of mail item 

OPC = ordinary post card

  OL = ordinary letter

  RL = registered letter


Cachet (translated from Russian) 

A = Board of Administration of Akhtyrka Consumers' Society.

B = Trostyanets Steam Mill of L. V. Kenig.

C = Ivan Grigoryevich Korenev, s. Korenevo.

D = Sale of iron hardware and other goods, T.I. Kalinichenko, Miropol'e, Kursk Prov.

E = Zemstvo of Kursk Province, Office of Miropol'e Shoemaker Shop of Sudzha


District Zemstvo, Miropol'e, Kursk. 
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They all have the following common 
features: 

1) The messages and addresses show 
the same handwriting, i.e. written by 
the same person. 

2) They passed allegedly through the 
mail within a limited area, the 
distance between the extreme points 
(according to the cancelling and 
arrival postmarks) is about 100 km. 
(see figure 2). 

3) Almost all of them, with the 
exception of item 9, have somewhat 
peculiar frankings which consist of a 
bisect or include a devalued Control 
stamp. 

4) None of them (with exception of, 
maybe, item 9) is franked in 
accordance with the postal rates in 
force. 

5) Only a single particular date 
stamp for each post office was used 
for postmarking the items, although 
the postmarks themselves look 
genuine. 

6) Each has some rubber cachet, 
official or personal, applied to the 
cover or card. 

To ascertain the actual postal rates in force in the 
period under consideration, one must know under 
which administration the corresponding area was 
that time, i.e. in August/September 1918. 
According to the postmarks, it was partly the 
Province of Kursk, partly the Province of 
Kharkov, at least before 1918. Nowadays, this 
area is divided between Russia (Kursk Province) 
and Ukraine (Sumy Province). However, in 
summer and autumn of 1918 the whole area from 
Akhtyrka to Belaya Sudzhanskaya, including 
Miropol’e, Kondratovka, and Ugroedy, was 
administered by the Ukrainian government under 
Hetman P. Skoropadski and occupied by German 
troops. The following postal rates were in force in 
Ukraine in August/September 1918 [7]: 

ordinary postcard: 10 k.

ordinary letter weighing up to 15 g. : 25 k.

registration fee: 25 k.


Figure 2

Thus, only cover 9 can be considered as franked 
correctly, if it were a double-weight letter. Unless 
there was some special postal tariff in force in the 
area under consideration (that seems quite 
improbable and is supported by no evidence), it is 
clear that the post could not deliver such items of 
mail without collecting postage due (and not a 
single item shows a corresponding marking!) and 
in no case could it accept the R-letter (item 1). 

By the way, the franking does not conform either 
with the postal rates of Soviet Russia which were 
valid in the period under consideration: 

ordinary postcard: 20 k.

ordinary letter up to 15 g. in weight: 35 k.

registration fee: 70 k.  


There is one more circumstance that casts doubts 
on the postal nature of these items. As a rule, in 
p ost o ffices wit h mo re than a s ingle clerk, 
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outgoing ordinary and registered items of mail and 
incoming items were postmarked by different clerks 
who had in their possession quite particular date 
cancellers. In this case, for instance, the registered 
letter and ordinary postcard (items 1 and 2) are 
postmarked at Akhtyrka by the same canceller  with 
the serial letter "v" as are the letter and postcards 
allegedly dispatched from (items 5 to 9), or 
arriving at (items 1 and 4), Miropol'e. 

The bisects of the 10 k. stamp are cancelled not 
only with Miropol’e but also with Akhtyrka, 
Trostyanets-Akhtyrski and Kondratovka postmarks. 
Moreover, there seems to be no need for such 
bisects, at least at Miropol’e, since cover 8 
postmarked on the next day after the bisects have 
been made, i.e. on 3rd September, is franked among 
others with a pair of 5 k. Arms stamps. Or did the 
post office at Miropol’e receive a fresh supply of 
postage stamps just on 3rd September?  As to the 
alleged use of devalued Control stamps, we have 
absolutely no other independent evidence that 
Control or large format PSB stamps, devalued or at 
the face value, had ever been sold over the counter 
in Ukraine before August 1921 when they were 
ordered to be put on sale for 250 r. each irrespective 
of the face value. Besides, why use a 10 r. Control 
stamp devalued to 10 k. in Akhtyrka on 18th 
August if the day before a 10 k. postage stamp was 
bisected to give 5 k.? Or had the stock of 10 k. 
stamps just been consumed by 18th August? 

A rubber cachet on a single postcard or cover may 
look good, but their presence on all items listed 
above only adds suspicion. All the above said points 
strongly to the fact that, in this case, we are dealing 
with no innocent philatelic activity but ‘convoluted 
deceptive faking’, as Terry Page has expressed 
himself, perpetrated by a clever person with 
philatelic background and experience, whose image 
does not tally with that of a semi-literate youth who 
allegedly wrote the message on the postcard owned 
by George Werbitsky. 

Probably, we will never learn  who was actually the 
perpetrator of this deception and how, where and 
when this stuff was manufactured. If we agree that 
the postmarks on these sendings look genuine, two 
principal versions are possible: 

1) All these items were manufactured on the spot by 
this person who was going from one town or village 
to another with the postcards and covers which he 
produced to postal clerks who, by his request, 
applied the cancelling or arrival postmarks. The 
dates on postmarks seem to support such a version. 

Akhtyrka:  17th and 18th August 
Trostyanets-Akhtyrski: 19th August 
Ugroedy: 22nd August 
Kondratovka: 31st August 
Miropol’e: 31st August to 3rd September (this 
seems to be the centre of perpetrator’s activities) 
Belaya Sudzhanskaya: 10th September. 

Looking at the map, one can easily see that the 
above-listed points could be reached in consecutive 
order moving away from Akhtyrka. The only 
exception is Kondratovka being a little aside but not 
far from Miropol’e, so one could easily find him- or 
herself at both locations within a single day. 
However, this version is somewhat weakened by 
the  perpetrator apparently not being familiar with 
the postal rates actually in force; that seems rather 
strange if he really visited the post offices. 

2) These covers and postcards were manufactured a 
posteriori, i.e. at a later (maybe, much later) date 
using date cancellers and an R-cachet (from 
Akhtyrka) stolen or in another way removed from 
the corresponding post offices in the confusion of 
the Civil War. Such a version seems less probable 
but explains the ignorance of the postal rates by the 
perpetrator. 

If one of these versions, especially the first, is valid, 
one may expect to discover at some time other 
modifications of the products under consideration, 
like postcards or covers, e.g. from Ugroedy to 
Miropol’e or from Miropol’e to Kondratovka 

Or can readers propose further versions?  

Finally, I would like to dwell on two more curious 
examples of bisected stamps used on postcards, of 
which images were sent to me recently by Tony 
Speeckaert. Contrary to the Miropol'e items, there is 
little doubt that these postcards both from Vologda 
province passed through the mail (although it is not 
clear whether they reached the addressees). 

The first of them, to Teheran (figure 3), looks 
philatelic judging by the message in German 
concerning stamps for collection. The total franking 
of this postcard, 2 k., 3 k. and a bisected 4 k. 
adhesives together with the imprinted stamp 3 k. 
makes a total of 10 k. The postal rate for ordinary 
foreign postcards was at that time (27th February 
1918), 8 k. Consequently, the bisect is quite 
excessive as the rate was already met by the other 
stamps. Beside, if there were 2 k. stamps available, 
why bisect the 4 k. stamp? 
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Figure 3

The second postcard (figure 4) sent by a German for the 3 k. adhesive. On the other hand, supposing 
POW (as can be seen from the corresponding that there were no 2 k. postage stamps available at 
inscription on the front) could be sent post-free as the post office, another 3 k. stamp would result in 
was the case for POWs. Even if the sender ignored an over-franking of 1 k. instead of 3 k. as here. So, 
this privilege, the 8 k. rate (also in effect on 14th in this case also the bisecting looks very artificial, at 
November 1918) would be met with the 10 k./7 k. least, and leads to a suspicion that the sender was no 
bisect (taking its value as 5 k.). There was no need stranger to philately! 

Figure 4 
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A Soviet puzzle: Makachevka, Koktchet(av) 
Oblast 
R L Joseph 

As a general rule, the location of a town or 
administrative region in Imperial Russia does not 
present a problem. However, in Soviet Russia, the 
position can be very different 

Illustration 1 shows the front of a Registered 
Cover sent from MAKACHEVKA KOKTCHET. 

The address and name of the sender appear to be: 
Russia, Koktchetavskaya Obl., Kellerovskii r—n 
(?), C(elo?), Oktiabrskoe(?), pol.(?) Sinicki 
Franciszek Bronislavitch. 

The cover interested me because Koktchet Oblast 
was not familiar to me, and I wondered where it, 
and Makachevka, was located. 

Scrutiny of the Imperial Russian Source 
Documents available for research (namely the 
1916 Post Office List and David Skipton’s 

OBL. on 28th March 1960 to Medway, Mass., 
USA. The cover was quite probably subject to 
covert censorship by the KGB as it bears a 
MEZhDUNARODNOE’’ (international) 
marking, and the reverse of the envelope shows a 
line of gum where no gum should be. 

Figure 1 

Reverse Sort List) revealed the following. 

In the 1916 Postal List, there were entries for 
KOKTCHETAV, County Town in Akmolinsk 
Oblast, Koktchetav County. 

KELLEROVSKOE, Volost Pravienie, Akmolinsk 
Oblast, Koktchetavsk County. 

The only entry for a MAKACHEVKA was for a 
settlement (Postal Branch Office) in Voronezh 
Government. 
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There was no entry for a

Village OKTIABRSKOE (or

for any village in Akmolinsk

beginning with OK. 


In the Reverse Sort List, the 

entries were:


M  A  K A C  H  E V  K A  , 

VORONEZH

(ex 1916 Postal List) 


K E  L L  E  R  O  V  S  K  O E , 

AKMOLINSK

(ex 1913 Postal List and 1916

Postal List) 


K O  K  T  C  H  E T  A V  , 

AKMOLINSK

(ex 1893 Postal List, 1911

Postal Guide 1913 Postal List, Figure 2   ↑ Figure 3  ↓
1915 Postal Guide and 1916

Postal List) 


As there was, therefore, no

entry for a Post Office at

Makachevka, Akmolinsk (or

Koktchet) in the Imperial

Russian records, the cover was,

quite clearly a puzzle, and I

showed it to members in 1991.


George Henderson, having

seen the cover, was also

puzzled, and carried out

further research, with the

following results


KO KTC H ET  A  V i s  i  n 

Ka z  a  kh  s t an  ,  sou th  o  f 

Petropavlovsk.


MAKACHEVKA was listed

in the 1933 UPU List of Post Offices as in 1) The ATLAS USSR 1955,

''RSFSR, Reg. Centr. du Terreau (which appears or

to be the Post Office in Voronezh). 2) The Indexes to the Railway Atlases


1986—1988, 
The 1968 UPU List of Post Offices included the or 
following: — MAKACHEVKA, RSFSR, 3) The Index to a detailed Road Atlas. 
VORONEJSKAIA 
and Figure 2 shows an extract from the Railway Atlas, 
MAKAC HEVKA, UR SS ,  KAZR SS ,  showing Koktchetav. 
KOKTCHETSKAIA., this therefore being the 
Post Office from which the letter was sent. Figure 3 shows an extract from the Road Atlas, 

showing Koktchetav (and to the North of 
However, ‘our’ Makachevka is NOT in: - Koktchetav, an entry for a KELLEROVKA). 
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We are now baffled. Not only does the location of 
the Post Office of Makachevka remain a mystery 
but three further mysteries exist, namely: 

1) What is Makachevka, that is, could it be similar 
to Arsamas 16 (i.e. one of the secret towns built 
by the Soviets to house their missile plants nuclear 
weapon research or assembly plants or rocket 
engine test sites) ? 

2) What is the actual name and address, in full, of 
the sender? In particular, what do the 

abbreviations ‘r - n’ after Kellerovskii mean? 
(r - n means ‘rayon’, Russian for region -  Editor) 

3) Who was the sender - the name of the sender 
and of the recipient appear to be Polish, not 
Russian. 

Further research is required. 

If any members can solve the puzzle, or provide 
further information, would they please write to 
me, c/o the Editor. 

Advertising in BJRP 

Would you like to take advantage of limited space available in future issues.  

Reach the real collectors. 


You can take the inside or outside back cover

A full or half inside page.


For further details and offers, please contact 


Mr Terry Page. 
30, Furze Lane, Purley 
Surrey, CR8 3EG, UK 

e-Mail TPX@compuserve.com 
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U.P.U. Statistics for 1879 
A Speeckaert 

Browsing in a few older volumes of “Union 
Postale Universelle”, the monthly publication of 
the U.P.U. I found in an appendix to No. 3 from 
1st March 1881 a quite interesting table 

“Statistique générale du service postal dans les 
pays de l’Union Postale Universelle” (General 
statistics of the postal service in the countries of 
the U.P.U.) 

These statistics include in not less than 124 
columns practically all postal activities in 1879 for 
the forty member-states of the U.P.U. The 
following figures which might be interesting in 
many respects are extracted from the appendix of 
15 large pages.  

Country Area Inhabitants Number of Inhabitants Letters/post- Number of 
post offices per post cards mailed letter boxes 

office per inhabitant 

Austria 300 226 21 942 000 4 015 5 465 10.4 8 117 

Belgium  29 455 5 476 939 700 7 824 15.5 5 345 

France 548 525 36 905 788 5 866 6 291 13.9 50 886 

Germany 539 805 42 727 874 9 191 4 649 15.5 55 030 

Great Britain 316 829 34 200 000 14 212 2 406   26 753 

Italy 296 013 27 500 000 3 272 8 405 6.7 11 500 

Netherlands  32 839 4 037 010 1 314 3 072 16.5 2 929 

Russia 22 802 616 93 000 000 4 374 21 262 1.0 7 668 

Switzerland  41 418 2 669 147 2 838 940 22.8 5 200 

U.S.A 10 360 178 47 000 000 40 855 1 150   15 267 

Country Domestic Postcards 
letters 

Austria 165 826 700 -

Belgium 58 169 480 14 061 840 

France 454 611 182 26 307 992 

Germany 503 307 977 116 971 215 

Great Britain  

Italy 150 947 886 17 588 828 

Netherlands 47 075 880 12 401 561 

Russia 87 951 907 3 465 942 

Switzerland 44 074 922 5 994 683 

U.S.A   -

Reply-paid Domestic Domestic 
postcards registered mail insured mail 

- 14 334 646 8 766 900 

65 078 839 343 216 234 

228 980 4 257 685 2 256 000 

885 419 11 385 408 8 375 402 

 - -

1 611 346 5 479 109 20 844 

110 625 785 497 66 406 

- 5 074 144 8 632 445 

66 785 820 543 
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International mail 

Country Letters Postcards Reply-paid Registered mail Insured mail 
postcards 

Austria 27 833 100 3 154 400 

Belgium 10 722 894 1 818 232 

France 32 252 679 569 429 

Germany 37 082 009 4 629 964 

Great Britain - 

Italy 14 375 904 628 197 

Netherlands 6 256 548 919 905 

Russia 4 508 589 289 354 

Switzerland 9 202 199 1 542 268 

- 1 984 417 915 900 

6 708 193 002 50 316 

38 112 580 883 45 271 

47 549 1 531 292 567 416 

- - 

61 093 694 494 4 300 

8 903 191 444 15 764 

- 342 891 120 404 

3 000 280 540 14 508 

U.S.A 11 655 852 469 028 - 219 280 

Incoming mail from abroad 

Country Letters Postcards Reply-paid Registered  mail 

postcards 

Austria 30 477 700 

Belgium 9 366 494 

France 30 431 460 

Germany 35 597 881 

Great Britain 

Italy 10 133 518 

Netherlands 6 445 019 

Russia 5 779 094 

Switzerland 9 730 344 

3 901 500 - 1 888 683 

767 234 1 560 273 128 

1 614 197 74 431 918 169 

4 384 092 26 104 1 481 286 

- - 

489 011  - 501 093 

633 747 4 004 204 058 

466 145  - 372 458 

1 135 680 - 283 712 

U.S.A 11 449 732 215 848  - 336 526 

It may be noticed that the British Post Office indication of the relative rarity of a certain type of 
regretfully provided only the general figures for mail from one country to another. Although these 
the first table; the U.S. Postal Department being figures are “official”  figures published  by  the 
somewhat more cooperative. U.P.U. one wonders if they are fully credible 

being suspicious by the way statistics can be/are 
Comparisons between some of the figures and manipulated nowadays. 
numbers are quite surprising and may be an 
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Outstanding cover 
from the collection of N J D Ames 

Trans-polar flight commemoration

1935 registered cover to Berlin bearing the 1r. San 
Francisco flight overprint on the Levanevsky stamp, 
with the small ‘ f ’ in ‘ Francisco’. The small ‘f’ 
occurred 5 times in a sheet of 25. 

Moscow town post cancel dated 27.08.35. 

The overprint was made for a proposed trans-polar 
flight to San Francisco by pilot Sigismund 
Levanevsky. However, the flight was never 
completed as an oil leak developed and the aircraft 
had to return to Moscow. 

(Cover illustrated at full size; inscription detail x2) 
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The first “Dumb” Postmark of Russia 
Manfred Dobin (St Petersburg, Russia). 

The first stationery 
e n v  e  l  o  p e  s  f  o  r  
private internal mail 
in Russia were 
issued at the end of 
1848. 

In the beginning, 
their usage was 
c  o  m  p  a r a t i v  e  l  y  
s  m  a l l .  L  e  t t  e r s  
enclosed in postal 
stationery envelopes 
could be put directly 
into post boxes, or 
could be handed in 
to the local post 
offices for sending. 
They were then 
cancelled with a 
‘manuscript’ type 
cross, in black ink 
by the postal clerks. 

A recent discovery, in the archives of 
the A. S. Popov Central Museum of 
Communication in St. Petersburg, 
revealed a postal stationery envelope 
that was sent from Kopys (Mogilev 
Government) to Tula on 12 January 
1852, with a ‘cross’ type cancellation. 
On the reverse of the envelope there 
are also two other postmarks: 

Despatch postmark 
the Kopys despatch postmark 
КОПЫСЬ 12 ГЕНВ 1852 
(KOPYS  12 January 1852) 

and the Tula reception postmark. 
Cancellation ( x2) ПОЛУЧЕНО 1852 ГЕНВ 23 Reception postmark(RECEIVED 1852 January 23) 

Up until now, it has not been known for postal specifically or especially made for use at the 
stationery envelopes to have been cancelled in this KOPYS town post office for the cancellation of 
way (that of the pre-adhesive period). The most postal stationery envelopes. 
surprising thing about this cover is the fact that it 
was cancelled in a small uezd (regional) town. It Note: ГЕНВ is the ‘old’ Russian language spelling of  
therefore appears that this ‘special mark’ was ЯН (ВАРЬ) — January. 
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Insured cover - St. Petersburg to Moscow 
Eric Peel 

Letter insured for 10,000 Roubles 

Back (Reduced to 90% ) 
Posted from St Petersburg and cancelled with the 
double circle (no bridge, but ‘fillers’) type cds and 
dated 28. 2. 13 ( 28th February 1913 ). 

Type a 1 a  (1st type) 

Central seal of the St Petersburg ‘1’ Town Post 
Office for Insured Mail. Serial ‘г’ (small  ‘g’) 

( СТРАХОВАЯ КОРРЕСПОНДЕНЦIЯ ) 

4 x corner seals for Private Correspondence. 
(ЧАС КОРР) 

Franked at 15 Roubles 31 Kopeks – 1 x 5R.Imperial 
Arms vertically laid,1 x 5R., 1 x 3R., 1 x 2R., 2 x 
15k. & 1 x 1k. Romanov Tercentenary issue of 
1913. 

2 ⅓ лота – 2 ⅓ Lots (weight) 

Label of  1st Otdelenie (1 Отд ) LIT a ( Лит а ) 
number 84 St Petersburg ( 84 СПБургъ ). 

Front (Reduced to 40%) 

Received at Moscow ‘14’ (office for payment of 
money) on the 1st March 1913 and cancelled with 
the double circle bridge type cds dated 1. 3. 13 
ЭКСПЕД. ВЫД. ДЕН. (ЭКСПЕДИЦIЯ 
ВЫДАЧА ДЕНЕГ – Despatch Office for the 
Delivery of Money ). 
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Used Zemstvo Postal Stationery 


Figure 1 - Pskov

Figure 2 - Luga 
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Used Zemstvo Postal Stationery:  Pskov and Luga 
Terry Page 

A quick search through past issues of the Journal 
suggests that no article on used Zemstvo postal 
stationery has so far been featured, so this short 
contribution is a response to a plea from the editor 
to show a single page in colour, preferably of 
“something different”. Some eighteen Zemstvo 
districts issued franked postal stationery and, 
occasionally, mint items crop up in dealers’ stocks. 
Used covers, however, are rare, with only tiny 
quantities represented even in the great collections 
of the past. At least five of these stationery issuing 
districts can offer no recorded used example and 
there would be considerable difficulty in tracking 
down, say, five from more than a handful of the 
others. 

The District of Pskov (Pskov Gubernaya) issued no 
envelopes, however, in 1892 it became the only 
Zemstvo to issue a PS card. The elaborate and 
distinctive design of this card earns it my vote as 
the most beautiful postal stationery item to be 
produced by any Zemstvo administration. The story 
of the Imperial Post’s objection to the  design and 
wording and the consequent overprinting in black 
and in red of remaining stocks is dealt with 
elsewhere; unfortunately none of the overprinted 
cards appear to have survived in used condition. 
The card’s franking value was a curious 1½ k.  and 
it is shown in figure 1 with the indicium (at the left) 
cancelled in blue with the Zemstvo CDS: 
ZEMSKAYA POCHTA PSKOVSK. UEZ. on 5th October 
1892. A 3k. Imperial stamp was added for onward 
transmission and cancelled on the 5th. The 
following day, the card was despatched by the 

Pskov Imperial post to its destination, Revel, where 
it arrived on 7th October. 

In 1886, Luga (St. Petersburg Gubernaya) issued 
the first of two 3k. PS envelopes, with an indicium, 
printed in red on the left using the design of its 
current adhesive stamps. In 1888 the envelope was 
re-issued on a whiter paper with the imprint colour 
changed to carmine. Figure 2 shows the first issue 
used as a registered letter addressed to Supervisor 
Kondrati Grigorev of the Baltic Railway at St 
(anitsa) Kegal in the neighbouring Estland 
province. The letter had been written from 
Fridriksgof Station and endorsed “With Delivery”. 
Presumably this was a collection point for the Luga 
Zemstvo Post who cancelled the indicium with a 
manuscript cross and forwarded the item to the 
nearest Imperial PO. The Imperial registration rate 
was pre-paid with a 14k. adhesive cancelled in 
violet with the rarely seen CDS of BIELAYA POSTAL 
STATION on 19th December 1887. On the reverse 
(not illustrated here) is a further strike dated the 
following day and a Revel receipt CDS applied on 
21st December. 

I hope to show further examples of used Zemstvo 
PS items from Bogorodsk, Kherson, Rzhev, and 
Ustsysolsk in a continuation of this article in the 
next and possibly subsequent issues. Due to the 
paucity of material, this is hardly likely to be a long 
running series and I therefore invite the one or two 
collectors who have rare covers from other districts 
to share their treasures through the Journal. 

Back Numbers 

Back numbers of BJRP are available from the Honorary Treasurer. 

For further details of availability and cost, please write to: 


Mr Alan Blunt,

Riber House, 13 Auden Close,


Osbaston, Monmouth, Gwent, NP25 3NW

e-mail: ablun@skynow.net
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Telegraph Forms of Russia 
Meer Kossoy 

In his article in BJRP 82, J.V. Woollam describes 
a form of 1866 [1] of the St. Petersburg city 
telegraphs. This form differs from that described 
in Prigara’s book [2] on pp. 105 – 106. The main 
difference is that on form [1] there is no indication 
of a tariff – 40 kopeks for a telegram containing 
up to 20 words. 

In the article, J.V. Woollam cannot explain the 
reason why the tariff indication is absent from the 
telegram form. He even makes a proposal that this 
was a special-purpose form for military telegrams 
that did not require any pre-payment (the telegram 
was directed to a colonel at the Finland Barracks). 

In my opinion, the proposals made by J.V. 
Woollam do not represent the facts. The 
explanation is much easier, namely, the sender had 
filled in the type of telegram form shown in 
Prigara’s book. It is obvious that when presenting 
a telegram, the sender should have paid the cost of 
its transfer and delivery to the addressee. A rate 
established for these operations amounted to 40 
kopeks for 20 words. This very tariff was 
indicated on the telegram form. 

The telegram form illustrated in the article [1] was 
the one that was handed to an addressee. A 
telegram was delivered with no charge to the 
addressee, which is why there is no tariff indicated 
on the telegram form. 

There was a similar situation with letter sending: a 
sender bought a stamped envelope of a town post 
office or a stamp, which enabled free of charge 
delivery to the addressee. “Service notes” printed 
on the bottom of the form also count in favour of 
this hypothesis. The notes consist of two parts: the 
left-hand one contains the words “presented at 
station No. 8”, the right-hand one – “delivered to 
station No. 4” (the figures are hand-written). If we 
refer to “Provisional regulations for receiving and 
sending despatches” on p.5 of the article in BJRP 
82 [1], we’ll see in column 1, that Station No. 4 
was located on Vasilievsky Island, and this was 
the address for the telegram to be delivered. 

What really is a surprising thing and requires 
further study, is the “Service notes” available on 
the form which relate to the dates of the telegram 
presentation and delivery. 

Left-hand part contains: 

presented 5 м(есяц) [month] 
10 ч(ысщи) [hours]
 8 д(ень) [day] 

33 м(инуты) [minutes] 

Right-hand part contains: 

delivered  5 м(есяц) [month] 
10 ч(асов) [hours]
 8 д(ень) [day] 

58 м(инуты) [minutes] 

As we see from the service notes the telegram was 
presented and delivered on May 8, 1866. This date 
does not conform to the text in the telegram’s 
upper part: “By His Imperial Majesty’s Approval, 
May 22nd, 1866”. 

It can only be suggested that the inauguration of 
the St. Petersburg Public Telegraph was planned 
for the 22nd May 1866 and the telegram forms 
were printed in advance, but in fact, the telegraph 
started functioning earlier. That is obvious from 
the form [1]. Further philatelic study is necessary 
to determine a more exact starting date for the 
St. Petersburg city telegraph. 

To illustrate this, a similar telegram form No. 36 
is shown in figure 1 on the next page. 

It is evident from the “Service notes” section that 
the telegram has been presented and delivered on 
the 4th April 1866, i.e. more than 1.5 months 
before the official approval date. 

It is also necessary to revise the size of a telegram 
form: a blue frame bordering the text measures 
196 x 242 mm, and with consideration for the 
panel around the frame, the form measures 216 x 
265 mm. 
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Figure 1  (Reduced to 90%) 
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Neither of J.V. Woollam’s assertions that this 
telegraph service in Russia was introduced in 
1866 and in St. Petersburg only, can be accepted. 

Demonstrated in figure 2 is the form of a 
telegraph station in Odessa in 1858. The word 

‘telegram’ is still missing on the form; there is an 
old name  “ДЕПЕША” (DESPATCH). Despatch 
No. 1282 was sent from St. Petersburg in 1858 on 
March 16th at 12.40 p.m. and received in Odessa 
(that means that a telegraph station already existed 
there) at 4.41 p.m., i.e. after 4 hours. 

Figure 2  (Reduced to 90%) 
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Figure 3 is the form of the Main Telegraph Station in 
St. Petersburg with the date of 1860. In the text 
printed on the form we can see both the old name 
“despatch” and the new one “telegram”. That is why 
1860 may be considered the beginning of the 
telegraph service in Russia. Figure 3 shows that 
telegram No. 1207 was sent from Odessa on May 
21st, 1860 at 9.37 in the morning and received in St. 

Petersburg on May 22nd at 1.46 in the night 
Presumably, this long delay between the arrival of 
the despatch No. 1282 and similarly with telegram 
No. 1207, can be accounted for by the absence of 
direct telegraph communication from 1858 to 1860 
between Odessa and St. Petersburg. At some 
intermediate stations with no telegraph available, the 
message was transferred with the aid of courier mail. 

( )Figure 3  Reduced to 75%
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Figure 4 shows the form of the Main Telegraph 
Station in St. Petersburg in 1865. It is essentially 
similar to the form of 1860 but the name ‘despatch’ 
no longer exists in the text. Telegram No. 794 was 
sent from Kharkov in 1865 on the 29th March at 

10.15 a.m. and received in St. Petersburg at 11.10 
a.m. after 55 minutes only. Such a short time 
allows us to conclude that there was a direct 
telegraph communication between these two cities. 

Figure 4  (Reduced to 75%) 
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Illustrated in figure 5 is a form of the Main 
Telegraph Station in St. Petersburg in 1871. This 
form is interesting in that the text is not hand
written like in all the previous telegrams, but 
printed automatically on tapes with the aid of the 
Hughes telegraph, the tapes being further pasted 
on the form. This fact is even specially noted in 

the section “Service notes”. The section also 
contains the regulations that help to read 
conventional abbreviations adopted in the 
telegram text: ‘ Petersburg from Odessa, No. 616, 
19 words, December 31st, 7h. 10m. evening’, 
follows the address. 

Figure 5  (Reduced to 75%) 
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As was mentioned above, the form given in article 
[1] has no relation to the military telegraph. It should 
be noted that special telegraph stations functioned in 
Russia for servicing military addresses. These are 
stations of the field telegraph. Such temporary 
telegraph stations were established at the locations of 
military units (divisions) during their residence in the 
summer. 

Shown in figure 6 is a form of the field telegraph 
located in 1869 at Krasnoe Selo near St. Petersburg. 
The summer camp of the 2nd Guards’ Infantry 
Division was located in the vicinity of Krasnoe Selo. 
The telegram was sent from Tver on the 3rd June 
1869 and arrived at the field telegraph station at 7.25 
a.m.; at 7.40 it was already delivered to the Finland 
regiment. One peculiarity of the field telegraph 
should be noted: the form bears a table ‘Payment for 

telegram’ which is absent from all forms described 
above. 15k. has been charged for “Transmission 
through the camp telegraph”. 

As is obvious from the form in figure 6, in the case 
when a telegram arrived from another town (private 
telegram) its transfer by field telegraph should have 
been paid by the addressee (recipient). This is 
reminiscent of the operation and payment system of 
the Zemstvo Post. 

References: 
[1] J.V. Woollam: “An 1866 Telegraph Form of 

St. Petersburg”. BJRP 82, (1998), pp. 3-5 
[2]	 S. V. Prigara : “The Russian post in the 

Empire, Turkey, China and the post in the 
Kingdom of Poland” (Translation by 
D Skipton of the 1941 original) 

( )Figure 6  Reduced to 75%
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Used Abroad Chronicles (XVIII) 
Bill Stoten (Ed.) with contributions from J. V. Woollam & H. Iitsuka 

W e  w e  lc  om e in  t  h  i s  i  ssue  
contributions from Mr. J. V. 
Woollam (Somerset) and Mr. H. 
Iitsuka (Japan). Mr. Woollam 
describes a Roumanian ship mail 
strike on a Russian stamp, while Mr. 
Iitsuka fills us in on a number of 
interesting features from Mongolia, 
Sin Kiang and Manchuria. And of 
course we have reports of new 
unrecorded finds from our team of 
chroniclers the world over. 

Figure 1  

Shipmail in the Levant  
J.V. Woollam sends in a copy of a postcard to 
Belgium franked 4 kopeks Russian Levant (2x2k.) 
from Metelin and used on board a Roumanian 
mailboat on the Smyrne – Constantinople – 
Constanta ‘service’ in April 1906. Although 
covered in the Austrian used abroad series, 
Russian material is, in as far as the writer and 
editor of this column know, unrecorded on 
Roumanian sea post offices. This piece may be the 
only item known (figure 1). 

Mongolia, Siang Kiang and China Proper 
Our friend from Japan, Hiromasa Iitsuka sent in a 
number of very nice items showing uses of 
Russian and Russian overprint stamps in this area. 
In the first item (figure 2) we show the reverse 
side of a red band cover from Ili to Tientsin via 
Kuldja and Peking Min Hsin Chu (Min Hsin Chu 
were the ‘people's letter agencies’ or local 
carriers). The cover is franked 27k., but it's not 
clear whether there is a stamp missing below the 
20 kopek stamp. Of interest are the Peking 
markings of the Min Hsin Chu. 

Figure 2 
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Markings of the Kalgan (Tseng Wei Wan) Hsin Chinese P.O.s in Kalgan (figure 4).

Chu may be found (figure 3) on the letter from

Urga to Peking via Kalgan. Combination Further routes are found latterly (figures 5 & 6) 

frankings may be found with Kitai overprints and with different routes via the Transiberian &

Russian stamps from Urga to Peking via the Chinese Eastern Railway routes.


Figure 3 

Figure 4 Figure 5 

Figure 6 
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Finally from this area, a wonderful item of postal the value declared label – possibly unique – unless

history - an insured money letter from Urga to you know otherwise (figure 7). 

Peking via the Japanese P.O. at Changchung, with


Figure 7 

Manchuria and the Lyaotung Leasehold 
Once more Hiromasa has important information example cancelling an imperial stamp! Can 
on this subject and tells us of a second example of anyone supply such an example? 
the Dalny Station Post Office strike in his 
possession, on a free-franked field-post card, Next issue will contain updates on issues in 
written from Station Hushitai, on the 13/7/1904, Bukhara and Khiva including a cover from 
near Mukden (figure 8). Indeed he knows of one Dargan-Ata and more examples of Levant and 
other sold recently in the 92nd Corinphila Sale - Chinese markings.  
which he just missed. We would like to find an 

Figure 8 
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Five interesting postcards 
Leonard Tann. 

Among the bunches of postcards I receive from 
my contacts ‘over there’ I occasionally get an item 
or two that is well worth sharing with fellow 

members. I have chosen five here, and would 
appreciate further comments or clarification. 

Figure 1 

1. October 1914 postcard to Skobelev in Ferghana 
Province, Central Asia. The Romanoff 3 k. stamp 
has been cancelled by an (old) circular type 
railway post-van handstamp reading ‘Pochtovyi 
Va….’ the rest of the word and the post-van 
number have been obliterated. It is, therefore, used 
as a war-time ‘dumb’ cancellation. An old post-
van canceller has had the number ‘chiselled’ out, 
so it can act as a ‘dumb’ canceller. There appears 
to be no indication of origin . (See figure 1). 

2. 1904 postcard with 3 k. Arms. Shewn in figure 
2 on the next page is a very nice postcard with 3 k. 
Arms of the 1902-6 issue. The circular postmarks 
read; NOVOROSSIISK / 2 / ZHELYEZNODOR 
PO (Novorossiisk Railway Stn PO) Jan 1904. It is 
addressed to Gagri, Kutais Province. The receipt 
postmark is just partly obscured by the first 
postmark on  the stamp, dated 26-1-04, but it 
reads clearly GAGRI SUKHUM - Gagri in 
Sukhum district. 

In his master work ‘Imperial Russian Stamps used 
in Transcaucasia’ (Part 4, p. 235) Peter Ashford 

comments that the earliest postmark of Gagri - 
recorded by our respected philatelic elder Eric 
Peel - is Gagri Sukhum of October 1907, listed by 
Peter as Type 1. Later postmark types of Gagri are 
listed as being Gagri Cher. (Gagri 
Chernomorskoye Gub = Black Sea Province, 
which is ‘next door’ to Sukhum and Kutais on the 
east coast of the Black Sea). 

It would appear that there were some adjustments 
of provincial boundaries here after October 1907, 
moving Gagri from Sukhum / Kutais into the next 
door district of Chernomorskoye (Black Sea) 
district. Thus later postmarks - Peter’s types 2, 3 
and 4, reflect Gagri’s ‘residence’ in the Black Sea 
province. Eric’s 1907 postmark, and mine here 
more than 3 1/2 years earlier - testify to Gagri’s 
location in the Sukhum Okrug (district) probably 
under Kutais Province overall administration. 

As the Gagri Sukhum postmark shewn here, Jan 
1904, is smaller as well as earlier than the listed 
Type 1, I suggest that the one here should be Type 
I (a), and the listed one Type 1 (b). 
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Figure 2 

3. - 4. The Dagestan Province on the west shores something similar. Some time before the Russian 
of the Caspian Sea is also an area crying out for Revolution, Temir-Khan-Shura was linked by rail 
the sort of detailed treatment Peter has given to to the main railway line from Vladikavkaz-
Transcaucasia. Two nice items, postcard 3 being Grozny-Petrovsk (junction with the branch-line) 
sent from Baku to Temir-Khan-Shura, and a fine Derbent and down to Baku. Material from smaller 
arrival strike of the postmark, serial ‘g’. I have a locations or inland towns and villages would be 
similar strike on (an unfortunately loose) 10R sparse. Item 4 shows a postcard sent to Derbent; 
Arms dated 1922, probably from a money-transfer the despatch postmark is totally unreadable  with 
form or f i n e  

Figure 3 
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Figure 4 

Figure 5 

5. This item needs some explanation! (See figure stamp, the 72 heller showing the (standing) 
5). It is a postcard in-coming from Austria. It has Emperor Franz Joseph, may belong to the card; 
at left, two labels stuck on which undoubtedly the postmark on the stamp matches the rest of the 
made the postcard heavier. But do the Austrian postmark on the card. The right-hand stamp, the 
stamps belong to the card or are they ‘later 35 heller, doesn’t match the postmark lines on the 
fixtures’? Examination suggests that the first card. The semi-circle and the vertical line under 
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‘imprime’, and almost top-centre, there is a blue 
‘V (tax) applied by the Austrian post office and 
then crossed out. Perhaps they were unsure if it 
should be taxed. The Russian post office was in no 
doubt and stamped a very fine oval; (centre) 
D0PLATIT*/GRANITZA - 26 - VARSHAVA of 
the in-coming railway post-van with a manuscript 
‘20’. 20 k. is twice the fee for a letter. So the 
Russian post considered the item heavy enough to 

be a letter, and taxed it as such, ignoring the 
Austrian franking (if that franking was on the card 
at the time). Philip Robinson and I have discussed 
this item, and I believe that an Austrian specialist 
assisted, suggesting that the 72 h. stamp is 
original, the 35 h. replacing a much lower value 
item since removed. A very nice ‘postage due’ 
from the in-coming railway. Any ideas on further 
explanation?  

Used Abroad Chronicle 

Can you add to the Russian Post Offices Abroad ??

Articles, Queries, Unexplained Item(s), Questions, Answers or Comments. 


Please write to:


Dr William Stoten,

2a Birbeck Road, Enfield, 

Middlesex, EN2 0DX, UK


COMPREHENSIVE STOCK OF  


RUSSIAN MATERIAL

Stamps and Elusive Postal HIstory of: 

Empire, RSFSR, Soviet Union, Offices Abroad, 

Civil War, World War I & II, Zemstvos,


Far Eastern Republic, Siberia

Armenia, Azerbaijan, Baltic States, Georgia, Ukraine 


Mail Auctions Quarterly 
The auction is comprised of 3000 lots of worldwide stamps and postal history, 

approximately half of which are Russian material 
Call or write for your FREE, well-illustrated catalogue to: 

RARITAN STAMPS, INC. 

P.O. BOX 1539 HIGHLAND PARK, NJ 08904 USA 

PH: 732. 355.1233 • FAX: 732. 355.1235 
E-MAIL: RARITANSTMP@YAHOO.COM, 

10% BUYER’S PREMIUM ONLY 
VISA, MASTER CARD ARE ACCEPTED. 
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Telegrams 
Noel Warr 

It was interesting to see the St. Petersburg 
telegram of 1866 in BJRP 82 [1] shortly after I 
purchased an auction lot that contained two 
envelopes in which telegrams were delivered. 
These were not the purpose of buying the lot;  it is 
only now that I have come to study them that I 
have looked more closely at the small number of 
items in my collection related to telegrams. 

The starting point was to read again the article in 
BJRP 46 by Dr Alfred Wortman entitled “Postal 
functions of Telegraph Offices” [2] and to look at 
some sketchy notes I had made on Prigara [3]. 
The latter says (p.88) that the telegraph had 
existed in Russia since 1855 and that the reform of 
1884 changed the Telegraph Administration from 
a military to a civil service.  The reform of 28 
May 1885 amalgamated the Postal and Telegraph 
Administrations, the merger taking place 
gradually, with completion due by 1 January 1887 
(this merger is reflected in the design of the 
stamps of the May 1889 issue with the addition of 
thunderbolts to the posthorns beneath the arms in 
the centre: postal stationery cards had thunderbolts 
with effect from the 1886 issue.) 

Dr Wortman’s article shows the effect of this 
merger on postmarks; he says “In St Petersburg 
the Telegraph Stations cancelled ordinary mail 
with the telegraph hand-stamps which they 
already had.  The earliest example found” [on 
cover] “is of 25 III 1888 on a 3k stationery 
postcard (with thunderbolts) from Telegraph 
Station No. XX … It is possible that this type was 
used only in St. Petersburg as none from other 
places has been seen.”  Now we can report an 
example from Moscow, which is very similar to 
the St. Petersburg mark: 

Telegraph  stars  in Moscow (office no.) VII, 3 IX 
1888 struck in blue ink in the bottom left front 
corner of a registered letter to Manchester: it is not 
possible to say, without more evidence, why this 
mark is in the place it is.  Franked with two 7k 
stamps on the back of the envelope, cancelled 
Moscow IV Eksp N 1 3 September 1888. In 
Moscow telegraph marks of a later type came into 
use in 1891. 

Figure 1 
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However the subject of this article is the telegrams 
that were sent from and received by the telegraph 
offices. In chronological sequence we have: 

Figure 2. A blue envelope with black printing for 

the delivery of a telegram to Otto Halm in 
Jacobstad (Pietarsaari), Finland.  The date is given 
in both old and new styles - Dec 23 1873/Jan 4 
1874.  The printed seal on the reverse is also in 
black ink - Telegraph Jacobstad Stantsia. 

Figure 2a 
 - Front 

Figure 2b 
- Back 
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Figure 3. A second envelope is printed in black on 
white paper and is addressed to His Imperial 
Majesty from Ai-Todor, 3 September 1894.  The 
seal on the reverse - the Imperial Arms with no 
inscription - is printed in red.  This telegram was 
for Alexander III who on 3 Sept was at the 
hunting lodge of Spala in Poland.  Ai-Todor was a 

palace in the Crimea near Yalta belonging to the 
Tsar’s daughter Grand Duchess Xenia.  On 15 
Sept the Tsar set out for Corfu for the benefit of 
his health; he reached Livadia, near Ai-Todor, 
where he died on 20 October; he was succeeded 
by his son Nicholas ll. 

Figure 3a  - Front 

Figure 3b  - Seal on back (x2) 
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Figure 4. A large receipt headed “Telegraph Station Vorozhba ? to ?

Kursk - Kiev Railway” and dated August 12 1871

is for a telegram of 11 words, fee 70k, from The regulations are printed on the back.


Figure 4a - Front (reduced to 65%) 

Figure 4b  Back  (reduced to 65%) 

Figures 5 to 7. Several receipts 
from 1891 show that they were 
printed in strips of ten vertically 
(and presumably only one 
across) since receipts with an 
upper margin have a number 
ending in 1 and those with a 
lower margin a number ending 
in 0.  The receipts are 
imperforate and there are (at 
least) three types of ornamental 
border, Greek key, wavy lines 
and floral, illustrated here by 
typical examples. They are used 
randomly, e.g. there are receipts 
from Moscow showing use of 
all three types of borders in 
1891. 

The ornamental borders at the 
top and bottom of each strip are 
replaced by a straight line (see 
figure 5). 

I think that the receipts were 
printed centrally, the postmark 
indicating place of usage. 

Figure 5 

Figure 6 

Figure 7
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Figure 8. A receipt for a telegram sent from Riga 
to Reval, number of words 12, fee 75 kopecks. 
The postmark, in blue ink, reads Riga Liflan G 
Tel. Kont. (Office) serial 3, 11 VII 1908. 

The regulations printed on the back translate as: 

“Payment will be refunded if a) due to the fault of 
a [postal] establishment a telegram is undelivered 
or delayed, b) in the case of a verification-paid 
telegram the transmission has been so distorted as 
to be unfit for its purpose. 2) An advice of refund 
will be issued within 6 months in the case of 
inland telegrams and, as regards international 
transmission, likewise within 6 months for 
telegrams outside Europe or within 3 months for 

other telegrams. 3) The Post and Telegraph 
Authority accepts no responsibility for any 
consequence arising from incorrect transmission 
of a telegram.” 

[These are the only regulations I have had 
translated and, from what I can determine of the 
1871 receipt, those regulations are a simplified 
form of the 1908 regulations but refer only to 
inland telegrams, where the same 6 month period is 
specified.  The 1891 receipts are virtually the same 
as those for 1908, referring to [telegraph] station 
not [postal] establishment, giving a two month 
period, not three, for “other telegrams” at the end 
of clause 2 and citing The Telegraph Authority not 
Post and Telegraph in clause 3.] 

Figure 8 

Figure 9. A voucher, printed in black on mauve 
paper, issued at Moscow District Court No. 29, 
with a postmark of the Moscow 29th Telegr. Otd. 
(branch) serial a, 23 7 11. It translates as: 

Voucher No. 4 
Issued by Telegraph Office, District Court No. 29, 
Moscow, ... enabling a telegram to be presented 
[for transmission] free of charge within a 6-week 
period from the 
date of issue 
hereof for the sum 
of nil roubles 45 
kopecks, paid 
into ?? ??.. at the 
t i m e  o f  
presentation of 
telegram No. 172. 
Th i s  vouche  r  
enables a telegram 
to be presented 
free of charge at 
any government 
post and telegraph 
o r  t e  l  e  g  r  a p  h  
establishment, for 
any destination. 

Excess will be payable if the cost of the telegram 
is greater than the amount stated on this voucher. 
Any surplus paid by the presenter of the initial 
telegram will be forfeit. 

23 July 1911 

Head [illegible signature] 

Figure 9 
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Finally, four telegrams to 
Moscow from Kiev, St. 
Petersburg, Voronezh and 
Kaluga, which are all very 
much the same.  Each has at 
top left the address of the 
office which received the 
message and the message in 
typescript on paper strips 
which have been stuck to 
the form.  Two of the four 
are postmarked. They were 
presumably folded, sealed 
with the  paper slip bearing 
the Imperial eagle over 
posthorns and thunderbolts, 
then placed in an envelope 
similar to those above. The 
one from Kaluga is shown 
here as an example (figure 
10); this one, unlike the 
other three, has a footnote 
of two lines of script. 

Telegraph 28. Petrovka, 17. 
The 1908 edition of the 
publication All Moscow 
lists Telegraph 28 as being 
at Petrovka, House of 
Savost’yanov, and gives it 
as an office which did not 
conduct postal operations: 
there were no changes in 
these details by 1916, the Figure 10 (reduced to 60%) 
date of this telegram. In the 
1914 Baedeker we read “The 
Petrovka ... is one of the most 
animated business-streets in 
the city and contains many fine 
shops”. 

Looking at this small selection 
of telegram related material in 
order to write these notes has 
stirred my interest - I hope that 
reading the notes will have the 
same effect on you and that 
you will write in to share 
information on any material 
you may have. 

Figure 10a - Translation

References 
[1] J.V. Woollam: “An 1866 Telegraph Form of St. Petersburg.” BJRP 82, (1998), pp. 3-5 
[2] A. Wortman : “Postal functions of Telegraph Offices.” BJRP 46,  (1971), pp. 8 - 12 
[3] S.V.Prigara : “The Russian post in the Empire, Turkey, China and the post in the Kingdom of Poland” 

(Translation of the original of 1941 by D Skipton) 
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[to] SOGOR [sic - ?] Department of Communications, Moscow 

Transmission note. Transmitted to Class/ Word count Delivered 
... ... department cate2orv 

Date hour minute a.m. / p.m. .. ...... stops[?] 
Transmitted by ... .. ...... words[?] Date hour minute a.m . 

........ ciohersr?J /p.m.' 
For office use only 

.................................................................................... 

..................................................................................... 

[message] Local Committee has received Libinzon's three original documents. Please also 
send the fourth, transmitted to you, belonging to Mlynarski 70275. Levit ... Office 

[Footnote]: 

The numbers given by the telegraph machine in the official telegram form heading have the 
following m~ings: I) telegram No., 2) word count, 3) day of month, 4) hour and minute of 
presentation". 



Letter to the Editor

Many of you will no doubt recall the ‘battle’ that 
our Leonard Tann has had on his hands in trying 
to prove to various catalogues and publications, 
and gain recognition for the fact that Romanov 
Stationery was still used after the suggested 
termination date of December 31st 1914. Well! I 
am pleased to report that this fact has been 
recognised at last, and Leonard can finally feel 
rewarded for his efforts. 

Leonard had the following to say in a short letter 
to me. 

“ With thanks to Alexander Epstein of Tallinn for 
this information relayed to me by Jean Walton 
from USA. The Michel Ost-Europe Katalog no 

longer has the note about withdrawal of the 
Romanoff issue on December 31st 1914. It would 
seem that they accept — as we have now 
proved — that the stamps and stationery remained 
valid and were so used, certainly into and through 
the Kerensky Republic period. It has proved a 
useful, informative and interesting study — which 
will continue. With thanks to all contributors.” 

I think it only fitting that we should show the 
following two items supplied by Leonard Tann 
from the Jean Walton collection in order to put 
this argument ‘to bed’ now that the usage period 
after December 1914 has been finally 
acknowledged. 

Lenard Tiller 

7 k. Nicholas envelope with the added 2 k. and 10/7 k. Romanov stamps and the 1 k. ‘arms’ (20 k. rate) 
registered Petrograd, postmarked 6-2-17 to Manchester UK. (Note the interesting error on the registration 
label ‘Petrorgad’) 

3 k. Alexander letter-card with the added 7 k. war-charity stamp, used Tver 17-11-15 to Estlandia. 
(Both illustrations reduced to 75%) 
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Censorship uncovered.  
Bill Stoten 

special handstamp applied on sorting in English. 
So we’re still left guessing. Or are we? 

A few years ago I was browsing through a box of 
GB wrappers and I found an old penny wrapper 
going to Russian Poland with a very faint boxed 
mark (figure 1). It took ages to read it and get the 
wording right. After about a week of referring to 
both dictionary and wrapper - expanded photo 
copies & condensed copies I believed it said 
“Vlozhenne Konfiskovano/ W.Ts.K” or.. 
“Contents Confiscated”. No date of franking was 
possible thanks to the dumb GB newspaper cancel 
and I could only date it after 1878 (wrapper issue 
date). This was interesting, but I only had a very 
poor strike - perhaps I have even corrupted the 

translation so it was still questionable as to its 
postal validity!! 

Figure 1 

(Illustrations reduced to 75%)

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Meer Kossoy’s article on ‘Censorship of postal 
correspondence’ in BJRP 84, brings to our 
attention the official notice of 1880 which states 
the case of material being permitted through the 
system with the good old ‘D Tz’. I have always 
wondered about the material which was rejected. 
Did it go back to the sender, filed for further 
investigation or did it just get binned? 

In the earlier article by Alfred Wortman, he refers 
to a scrap of paper to which was attached a green 
label. On this label was written in French and 
Russian “Refused by censor”, but the item on 
which it was attached  was too small to make any 
valid theories. In addition to that, Wortman refers 
to a notice issued by the GPO referring to a 

At a large stamp fair in January this year 
(2000) held in London, I found a dealer 
selling some eastern european material and 
in the £3 ($5) box were some address labels 
to the ‘Gazety Warszawskiej’, Warsawa, 
from the ‘Gazeta Lwowska’ (Lemberg or 
Lvov) all nicely franked with a 3kr. Austrian 
arms and cancelled F.P.A… ’89. I took two; 
both with boxed caches exactly the same as 
the item previously described but better 
strikes (figures 2 & 3). After examination of 
the (now three) marks, it seemed my original 
analysis of the faint text was correct 
“Contents Confiscated”. So it seems that any 
forbidden newspaper was taken from the 
wrapper or label and the label or wrapper 
with mark then went on its way, without 
contents until the poor old recipient picked it 
up from the mat!!! 
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BSRP Millennium Meeting Report 
Lenard Tiller & Dennis Page 

Preamble 
The society held its millennium weekend at the 
Thistle Hotel (formerly the Strathallan) in 
Birmingham on the weekend of the 9th and 10th 
September 2000. For me (LT), the weekend 
started in the late afternoon of Friday 8th 
September when I set off  to collect our guest of 
honour Alexander Epstein from Gatwick airport. 
We greeted and were swiftly on our way to the 
home of Terry Page to meet up with Terry and 
Timo Bergholm (from Finland). Terry’s wife 
Christine had ‘laid on’ a marvellous ‘spread’ as 
we all knew with the Friday night traffic from 
London, we would be lucky to arrive at 
Birmingham before 10.30 pm that evening. We 
departed at 6.45 pm and eventually arrived at the 
Thistle Hotel, after ‘battling’ our way for over an 
hour on the dreaded M25 (the motorway ring road 
around London – this is not a patch on the МКАД 
motorway around Moscow) at 11.00 pm. We were 
greeted by non other than Tony Speeckaert, to 
whom we said, ‘get the beers in Tony’. He replied, 
‘I would if I had a room number to put them on’. 
Poor old Tony, he’d arrived from Belgium to find 
that he had no room reservation. Enter Terry Page, 
and the problem was solved. We finally all sat 
down to enjoy a welcoming drink, courtesy of our 
own Bill (Dr Stoten). Not five minutes had passed, 
when Alexander appeared, ‘Mr Lenard’ he said, ‘I 
can’t find my return ticket to Estonia’. Suddenly 
the room went silent, and we started  searching 
everywhere, to no avail. ‘Don’t worry Alex, I said, 
we’ll sort it out for you on Monday, trust 
me’ (now where have I heard that expression 
before, Alex was probably thinking). A quick call 
to Estonian Air on Monday, and the problem 
solved. Replacement tickets would be at Gatwick 
on the following Thursday. 

Day One 
The following morning was ‘hustle and bustle’ in 
the breakfast room and then the weekend started. I 
am pleased to report that we had 35 members in 
attendance on the first day. 

The larger part of the first day was taken up by the 
Millennium Auction. This was a highly successful 
event and Bill Stoten’s detailed report is given on 
page 62 of this issue of the Journal. There was 
however still time for two fine displays based on 
Russia’s major cities. Eric Peel’s display was 

entitled “St. Petersburg” while Noel Warr gave a 
major display on “Moscow”. 

Millennium Dinner 
The evening dinner, which started with an ‘air of 
excitement’, was well attended by our members 
and our Guest of Honour. We were also blessed 
with the presence of our own Rabbi Tann, who 
had attended to most of the organisation of our 
weekend, and to whom we owe our thanks for the 
arrangements he had made on behalf of the 
Society. In between the various courses, toasts, 
and the usual philatelic ‘chatter’ among the 
members, and those ladies who had accompanied 
their ‘other half’, there were to be two very special 
toasts given, apart from the Loyal Toast which 
was made by our President George Henderson. 

The first special toast was to Alexander Epstein, 
given by our secretary Norman Ames who, on 
behalf of the Society and members, thanked him 
for kindly accepting our invitation to be the Guest 
of Honour for the weekend and also for the large 
contribution of articles he had submitted over the 
years for publication in the Society’s Journals. 

The second special toast was given by Terry Page 
to all  members of the Society and their ladies who 
attended our weekend meeting and to all members 
in general, not forgetting those who for reasons of 
distance and mobility were unable to make it to 
the meeting. 

The toasts were completed but during the 
following banter and joking, that accompanies a 
few glasses of wine, it came to our notice that Eric 
Peel, one of the Society’s long-standing members, 
was that day celebrating his 80th birthday. Eric 
received a ‘Happy Birthday’ and immediately 
responded, glass in hand, with his usual humour, 
reflecting on the earlier years when he first joined 
the Society, telling us what it was like in ‘those 
days’. Thus ended the evening on a very amiable 
and agreeable note and most retired in preparation 
for the following days events. 

Day two 
The second day provided a ‘meal’ of delights that 
lasted all day with no less than nine displays. The 
President, George Henderson welcomed our 
Guest of Honour Alexander Epstein with warm 
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greetings on behalf of the Society and 
offered a display of items entitled 
“Estonia”. He in his turn replied by 
showing some fine and rarely seen items 
over the course of two displays entitled 
“Postal Stationary cards of the ‘Kerensky’ 
design and their postal use (1917 - 1920)” 
and “ World War 1 soldiers' mail and field 
post in Russia (1914 - 1918)”. 

After lunch, Terry Page displayed under 
the disarmingly simple title of “Zemstvos” 
some fine examples of these elusive items. 
Edward Klempka followed with choice 
items from that complex period “1917-23 
Civil War”.  Moving forward in time, just a 
little, Marcus Sherwood-Jenkins showed 
“Classic Soviet Issues” based on the 
‘Science and Arts’ issue and the first 
‘Workers’ set. Two ‘mini-displays’ were 
then offered; “Early registration” was the 
chosen topic of Tony Speeckaert and 
Leonard Tann expounded on his favourite 
family, the “Romanoffs”. Finally, although 
unfortunately he was prevented by illness 
from appearing in person, we were not 
denied Raymond Casey’s expertise, evident 
in a display of “Imperial Ship-mail”, that 
was presented on his behalf by the 
President and that left most of us in awe. 

Presentation to Alexander Epstein  
The finale to day two and our Millennium 
weekend, was the presentation to Alexander Honour. Alexander accepted the certificate and 
Epstein of a ‘Memorial’ certificate from the thanked all the members for their warm welcome 
Society, by our President George Henderson, in and appreciation of his works. 
recognition of his many contributions to the 
literature of our hobby and for being our Guest of 

BSRP Meeting at Portishead  

This year’s West-country meeting at Portishead 
took place on 12th August and was attended by 
nine members,  five of whom gave displays. 

Ian Baillie led with (unusual for these days) 
Imperial stamps, both mint and used which also 
included such intriguing items as a forged bisect. 
Alan Blunt departed from his usual Polish locals 
and displayed Russian fiscal and tax stamps used 
for postage in the early 1920’s, added to which, he 
displayed some Court mail from East Galicia. 
Alan Violet brought along some puzzling queries 
on TPO marks, which included problems referring 
to index mark insertions. John Attwood’s display 

centred around the use of meter marks in the 
1900’s which were used to adjust the rates of 
postal stationary against inflation – a subject 
which is now taking its place in history. George 
Henderson rounded off the day with postcards of 
railway stations alongside mail bearing the 
relevant station post office marks. 

As always, an enjoyable and rewarding regional 
meeting, giving those in the West-country who 
cannot get to the London meetings, an opportunity 
to meet once a year locally. 

George Henderson 
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BSRP Millennium Meeting Auction 
Bill Stoten 

One of the features of the BSRP Millennium 
Meeting in Birmingham this year (2000) was the 
auction. There were 864 lots from 26 vendors. 
Twenty seven room bidders and fifty six postal 
bidders competed for 501 of those lots with much 
determination. 

As last year, through the auspices of the officers 
of Rossica, we had invited Rossica members to 
participate in the auction, selling or buying 
materials, obtaining honorary BSRP auction 
membership though the submission of material 
and a subscription of $5 for a catalogue and sold 
list. Twenty eight Rossica members (not 
members of BSRP) applied for catalogues and 13 
submitted lots or bid in the auction. 

This year’s auction was noticeably heavy on 
zemstvos, revenues and Cinderella items, of 
which some items were remarkably scarce and 
were almost cleared out completely. These back 
of the book items have become increasingly 
popular over the last few years as the scope for 
research in what may be classed as traditional 
philately has diminished. New republics were 
completely absent from the auction which either 
means no one is prepared to part with them or no-
one believes anyone wants them. Let me tell 
you – they sell well! Some of the highest value 
reserved items, for example Armenian fiscals and 
the rare Carpatho-Ukraine mint blocks remained 
unsold but many others sold at high prices, some 
many times the reserve 

Stamps and Postal history of the general Russian 
kind did not sell so well this time, but special 
material  such as Telegraph offices, 
Transcaucasia – ever popular – and Central Asia 
attracted interest and of course the high bids. 
Offices Abroad, both Levant and China were 
popular and even the collections of forgeries 
went to good homes. Literature was mixed. 
Individual items were picked off to build a good 
library somewhere, but larger consignments were 
avoided, especially by the postal bidders; postage 
on these would be very high. Even so, much 
literature was sold. 

Twenty one lots sold for over £100 while the top 
price of £500 for a Kuldja strike on a Romanoff 

cover went to a UK bidder by a squeak. The next 
highest bid, for a soviet ‘poster stamp’ on cover 
came in after a long room tussle at £300 from a 
reserve of £100. In all, the auction had a reserve 
value of over £30,000 and sold around £15,000 
of collectors' material making the Society in the 
order of £1000. (Note these are so far unaudited 
figures). As 501 lots were sold out of a possible 
864 on the day (58% of the total lots and 10% 
more than last year), it suggests that the medium 
priced items are popular. This is demonstrated by 
the average realised price of £30 (ca. £5 per lot 
more than last year). 

Postal bid successes this year slowed down the 
operation of distribution, but GB and Europe 
were invoiced in a week and the rest of the world 
after two weeks. We also offered late lots up to 
the end of September of which a number of 
members took advantage. Completion of the 
process goes on as I write this, but apart from a 
few stragglers all payments should be made to 
the Society shortly and to vendors by the end of 
October 2000. 

And the auction itself! An hour and a half were 
allocated for viewing and things had been 
improved from last year by having easier 
packaging. Hon. Sec. Norman Ames ably took the 
Auctioneer’s gavel while the Hon. Auction Sec. 
Bill Stoten took the secretarial role and entered 
bids and bidders on the portable computer. It was 
a large auction and even though we didn’t 
manage the 1000 lots in the catalogue (for the 
millennium) 864 would be a long haul. We 
started at 1:30 p.m. and with two short breaks got 
into our stride and by 4.15 had completed the 
sale. Most of the bidders had their invoices 
printed out there and then and payment made. 
Terry Page and Alan Blunt looked after the lots 
and packed most bidders off to tea with a twinkle 
in their eye – as most had secured a bargain that 
day. 

Get ready for next year’s auction – your 
opportunity to turn an old interest into new 
money!! I shall be sending you a reminder in the 
spring of 2001. 
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Library notes and reviews

LIBRARY NOTES 

An unusual opportunity occurred recently to buy 
two reference books from the middle period of the 
USSR: 

В Е  С  Ь  С С С Р  С П Р А В  О  Ч Н И  К  : 

ПУТЕВОДИТЕЛЬ 1930

(All USSR: Reference and guide book, 

1930.) Published in Moscow. 1072 + 248 
pages. 
This  directory describes all the state institutions, 
industrial and trading units, etc; followed by an 
extensive guide to the whole Union. 

КАЛЕНДАР СПРАВОЧНИК, 1952 
(Reference calendar, 1952). Published in 
Moscow, 1951, 766 pages. 
This includes a table of significant dates in 1952 
(mostly anniversaries); descriptions of memorable 
occasions and national events during the coming 
year; a chapter on Stalin’s post-war 5-year plans; 
another on Soviet science; and concise 
descriptions of the countries of the world, with 
simple maps. 

Two further works for those wishing to exercise 
their Russian are: 

СТАНДАРТ КОЛЛЕКЦИЯ : КАТАЛОГ 
(Standard Collection Catalogue) Vols. 4, 5 
& 6, covering RSFSR 1918-23; USSR 1923
40; and Russia 1992-96. 
In full colour, with prices. 

КА  Т  А  ЛО  Г  НЕ  ПО  ЧТОВ  И  Х  ЗНА  К  О  В  

РОССИЙСКОЙ ИМПЕРИЙ
 (Catalogue of non-postal stamps of the 
Russian Empire) 
This illustrates and lists the vignettes issued 1905
1917 by organisations in aid of war charities. 

An attractive new work by Philip Robinson, 
“Siberia on early postcards” illustrates Siberia 
with a selection of the author’s collection of 
postcards with some reproduced in colour; an 
appendix lists more than 230 publishers and 
printers of Siberian postcards, with their locations 
and the types of views recorded, revealing an 
amazing hunting ground for the collector. The 
presence of the Allied Intervention is surveyed by 
“A Canadian in Siberia”, which describes a 

collection of the force’s mail mounted by Robert 

C Smith and issued by the British North American 
Philatelic Society. 

Those who were aware of the shocking business in 
which Dr. Ingert Kuzych was ‘sacked’ from the 
editorship of “Ukrainian Philatelist” will be 
interested to know that Ingert is now President of 
the Ukrainian Philatelic & Numismatic Society 
and the journal is still flourishing. 

The Ukraine also figures in the “Listing of the 
postal establishments, railway stations, towns, 
villages and rural councils of the Ukraine with 
their designated postal codes”, published by the 
Canadian Society of Russian Philately in 1995, 
which Andrew Cronin kindly brought over for us; 
also “Borderland: a journey through the 
history of Ukraine”, a present-day account of the 
land and its people. 

World War I created some remarkable stories, and 
almost incredible was the idea of a Royal Naval 
Air Service armoured car division being sent to 
serve in Russia. This did happen, with operations 
from Murmansk to the Caucasus, and I am told 
that there are collectors who have mail from 
members of the unit. (Editor’s note: see this issue, 
page 4 ). The story is told in “The Czar’s British 
Squadron”, by Bryan Perrett and Anthony Lord. 

Your librarian sometimes buys books for himself 
which he feels he ought to read and then finds that 
he has too little shelf space to keep them at home; 
so two of his purchases this year have found their 
way into the Society’s ‘background’ collection -
Robert Service’s biography of ‘Lenin’, and 
Edvard Radzinsky’s ‘Rasputin: the last word’. 
Both works disperse a number of misconceptions. 

Finally, for the benefit of those who were unable 
to be present at the Royal Philatelic Society in 
April, we have a copy of the paper on “Imperial 
Russia: The first six issues”, with colour plates 
of Dr Paolo Bianchi’s amazing display. This 
included three copies of No.1 on a double rate 
registered letter; the largest known mint block 
(10) of the 10k. 1858 perf. 12½; and the largest 
known used block (15) of the 10k. 1866 on a 
heavy registered letter to Berlin. 

George Henderson (Hon. Librarian) 
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ROSSICA No. 133, April 2000 
The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian 
Philately. 100 pages, softbound. Subscription (two 
issues) US$30:00. All enquiries to Gary A Combs, 
8241 Chalet Court, Millersville, MD 21108, USA 

Rossica 124 is the last issue to appear under Karen 
Lemiski’s editorship. Rossica will be team effort 
in the future, allowing Karen to have a life of her 
own outside of the pages of the journal. Karen has 
kept up the high standard since she took over for 
Rossica 130, and congratulations are given to her 
for her fine effort. 

This latest issue starts with Philip Robinson 
illustrating a Russo-Japanese War Active Service 
card from a Military Balloon Observation Unit, 
only the second this reviewer has seen. Adolph 
Ackerman writes a lengthy article on “Imperial 
Russia and its Flying Machines”. Starting with the 
early balloons he gives a potted history of planes 
and designers with some fine illustrations. He also 
covers related labels and military cachets. George 
Werbitsky shows a rare card with five of the six 
Priamur Zemstvo Region set from Siberia which 
narrows the issue date down to one of two days. 
The same author offers a write-up of a purchase 

from the Faberge Zemstvo sale, namely a couple 
of Urzhum Zemstvo bisects. He comments that the 
one bargain from that sale was the catalogue, 
which I would fully endorse, and anyone who did 
not get one at the time of the sale should seek to 
do so without delay. Natalie Krasheninnikoff 
writes “Some Notes on the Red Cross during 
WW1”, with illustrations of many of the cachets 
found on mail passing through the Red Cross at its 
different centres. Gary Combs’ article entitled 
“Anatomy of a Postcard” aims and succeeds in 
showing how an ordinary card can offer 
something for everyone. Adolph Ackerman again 
comes up with a most interesting article on the 
“Soviet Air Fleet issues on Postal Documents” 
with much valuable information. This is followed 
by Jim Reichman continuing his researches on 
modern stationery with “Russian Envelopes with 
Hidden Identification Numbers”. Quite 
extraordinary with much food for thought. 

Finally the President advises caution with Internet 
purchases. Good advice as a fool and his money 
are soon parted, with increasing frequency in 
philately. 

Jack Moyes 

КОЛЛЕКЦИОНЕР 34/35 (Kollektioner 
34/35). Issued January 2000 (In Russian) 
Journal of the Union of Philatelists of Russia. 322 
pages, softbound (double issue). Copies can be 
obtained through me at £ 10:00 including postage 
and packing 

This double issue is again a wealth of information, 
especially with the specialist studies. V. Karlinsky 
writes about “Lithographic and typographic 
stamps of the first definitive issue of the USSR”. 
This is followed by A. Semenov’s method of 
“Distinguishing the first and following issues of 
the Russian stamps of 1908 to 1922” (varnish 
lines). Following on, Alexander Epstein looks at 
the “Provisional issue of the Odessa Government” 
during 1922 compiling a table with illustrations of 
several covers used in this period. A. Ryss, on 22 
pages, covers “Charity letters with advertisements 
for the benefit of orphanages”. “Proofs of the 
Tuvinian Peoples Republic” is covered by V. 
Ustinovsky which leads us into Z. Mikulski’s 20
page feature on “Swindle with postage stamps” 
that mainly covers the earlier imperial issue period 
and methods used by the postal authorities to try 
to prevent postmarks from the stamps being 
erased for re-use. Y. Florensky & P. Florensky list 
the “Last Provisionals of the USSR”. This is 

spread over 67 pages and certainly covers the 
period very well indeed with numerous 
illustrations of the various examples from each 
town. This is summarised by two tables with the 
codes for the regions and the towns, a well 
researched and explained subject by these two 
authors. Likewise, the next two articles show an 
extensive amount of research as A. Serebrjakov & 
J. Serebrjakov give us 29 pages packed with 
illustrations of “The Post of the Irkutsk 
Government from 1992 to 1996”. Followed by 
N. Lukanev’s “Trident issues of the Odessa post 
district of 1918”. This article covers Odessa 4 to 
Odessa 10 with all the sub-types illustrated as far 
as possible with a table for each issue. Those who 
have read the previous issues of Kollektioner will 
know that this has been an on-going study of the 
Trident issues. The 49 pages of this subject, as 
with the previous ones are must for all Trident 
collectors. Y. Golubev gives a listing on 33 pages 
of part of the sets issued of the double-sided art 
postal stationery cards from the Soviet period. The 
philatelic side of Kollektioner finishes with an 
article by K. Hellman of Germany called “The 
enigma of the local war stamp issue ‘ЛЯДЫ’ -
‘Ljady’ ” and shows a small map and two stamps 
of Hitler overprinted Ostland. 
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Kollektioner then has a Postcard article written by 
L. Maslennikov who illustrates his article with 
various view cards of his topic “Volsk”. We then 
move on to Numismatics and we have articles by 
J. Artemjev, M. Maljutin & J. Shitov on “Tannery 
money”, followed by J. Artemjev & M. Obuchov 
discussing the coupon system of one factory. 
V. Terebov then finishes with two articles, 10 
pages of which are mainly made up of a table 
listing of the Central issue of lottery tickets of the 

USSR and RSFSR and a short piece with 
illustrations of savings bank certificates. Again 
this issue of Kollektioner is well put together, the 
articles are well researched with a fine array of 
illustrations. 

A must for ALL collectors of the Russian field. 

Lenard Tiller 

JOURNAL OF CLASSICAL RUSSIAN 
PHILATELY 
Published by the Society for Classical Russian 
Philately. Enquiries to Dr. Ortwin Greis, PO Box 
218, 21222 Rosengarten, Germany. 

No. 3, June 1999 
Our apologies for omitting this review from the 
last issue and an assurance that no state of war 
exists between the two journals! Here is another 
well-produced issue of this bilingual publication 
with 52 pages excluding advertising appendices. 

Following on after the editorial comments is an 
article on “Mail from and to Russia via 
Radzivilov-Brody” by the late Willem de Jong and 
Ivo Steijn. It is befitting that the obituary of the 
former, written by the latter, follows this well 
researched valedictory work. Hans Dietrich then 
shares with us a printed “Postcard for Enquiries 
about Zemstvo issues” used by none other than 
Lentz in the early days of the Zemstvo post to 
gather information on contemporary stamp issues. 
Then, we have “The Tête-Bêche Wenden Mi.-
No.12” with the mystery of this error capably 
unveiled by Wedekin Eggers. Over to arms-type 
issues, now, with “The Two Types of the 
OBRAZETS Overprint on Mi.-No. 109
120” (Michael Kuhn) illustrating three fine blocks 
with overprints which each cover ten stamps. Two 
tabulated articles follow on the early arms-type 
printings: “Imprints and other control markings on 
sheet margins of the stamps of Imperial Russia 
1908-1912” (D. Anosow, D. Gowtwan & A. Ryss) 
and “Further Imprints on Sheet Margins 1908
1912 and Addenda” by Michael Kuhn (obviously, 
snappy titles are not part of Russian or German 
culture…). Although the JCRP only dips its toes 
into the Soviet period, it is here you will find the 
journal’s current serial! - “Remarks on Epstein’s 
Table of RSFSR Postal Rates” by Trevor Pateman 
followed by Alexander Epstein’s “Answer to the 
remarks of Trevor Pateman” and an editorial 

footnote about still more to come. The closing 
features offer “Awards from Exhibitions” in 
which Dieter Bettner lists extracts from the 
Nuremberg and Paris Palmares, Ingo Susemihl’s 
“Report of the 7th Meeting on Russian Philately in 
Hamburg” and “SCRP Study Circles” together 
with the usual literature reviews. 

No. 4 December 1999 
Now up to 59 pages of editorial content; as usual 
with every article in German and English. 

Erich von Hungen writes about that rarest of 
Imperial PS items in “The Breitfuss Provisional 
and P3” with Ortwin Greis mentioning once more 
the Helsinki Postal Museum as “A New Owner of 
P3”. Philip Robinson illustrates “A Mysterious 
Postcard” from Italy (to Siberia of course!) and 
Michael Kuhn continues his OBRAZETS research 
with “Welfare Stamps of 1904 with Specimen 
Overprints in complete sheets”. He later moves on 
to another previous theme “Sheet Margin 
Inscriptions 1908-1912: Addenda”. Meanwhile, 
Ivo Steijn succeeds in packing a lot of interesting 
information into “The Rouble stamps of 1906”. In 
“Mute cancellations 1914-1917”, Hans Dietrich 
provides useful data including a table of WW1 
Military Districts together with illustrations of 
interesting mute covers. Back again to postal 
stationery with Alexander Epstein instructing us 
on “The 20 kopek Blue Postal Stationery Card of 
Russia”, the so-called Kerensky issue which was 
used in many forms but not until after the 
Kerensky Government had become history. Once 
more Ingo Susemihl chronicles SCRP events with 
“Report on the 8th Meeting on Russian Philately 
in Hamburg”. The issue concludes with “New 
Literature: Journals” complied by Ortwin Greis. It 
would be nice, however, if we could have proper 
reviews of these journals so we could see how our 
German colleagues see us! 

Terry Page 
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РСФСР / RSFSR - Specialist Catalogue of 
Postage Stamps 1918 - 1923. 4th of a series. 
Issued late 1997 (Mainly in  Russian ) 
Issued by Standard Collection of St Petersburg, 
Russia. 136 pages, softbound. Price: Softbound 
US $30 (GB £20.00) Compiled mainly by I. Brun, 
M. Dobin, V. Zagorski & N. Mandrovski 

Like CCCP, an excellent catalogue with many 
colour illustrations and a must for all collectors of 
the RSFSR period. The authors have gone to a lot 
of trouble to produce an accurate as possible 
listing of all the issues and varieties during this 
period, in addition to producing as true as possible 
colour illustrations throughout. The book is 
divided into sections; the main part dealing with 
the stamps issued is complemented by quite a 
number of illustrated covers and sheets. 

The introduction and catalogue layout is in both 
the Russian and English languages. The listings 
and main part are in the Russian language and the 
glossary is in Russian, English, German and 
French. 

The catalogue starts with surcharge flaws, then 
lists the main issues of the period and goes on to 
show examples of the watermarks. We then move 
on to the main part of the catalogue that covers all 
the issues, varieties etc., which are very well and 
extensively covered and illustrated. The later part 
of the catalogue covers some postal stationary, 
tariffs and quite few examples of the postmarks of 
the period. 

РОССИЯ / ROSSIYA – Specialist 
Catalogue of Postage Stamps 1992 – 1996. 
6th of a series. Issued late 1997 – (in 
Russian) 
Issued by Standard Collection of St Petersburg, 
Russia. 58 pages, softbound. Price US $10 
GB £6.00) Compiled mainly by O.S.Vladimirskiy, 
M.Y.Grudskiy, M.A.Dobin & V.Zagorskiy. 

This small catalogue illustrates in colour, all the 
pictorial and definitive issues of the period. The 
valuation guide is in Russian Roubles, for mint 
and used, used on cover and first day cover. The 
catalogue, in sections, starts with the main issues 
and listings and then moves on to a listing and 
illustration of all miniature sheets. Following on, 
there is a section with a listing and illustration of 
all postal stationary cards and all postal stationary 
envelopes. The last few pages list the ‘local 
issues’ of the definitive stamps of 1968 to 1991, 
which were overprinted for use in St Petersburg, 
Leningrad Oblast, Altai region (Barnaul), and the 
Altai republic. There is also a small listing of 
general paper types, and finally, the postal tariffs 
for letters within Russia, to the CIS and for 
international destinations. Again, a fine reference 
catalogue for those who collect the stamps of this 
period 

Either of the above catalogues is available from 
me at the prices listed above, which include the 
postage and packing for the UK and Europe. 

Lenard Tiller 

GERMAN JOURNAL FOR RUSSIAN 
PHILATELY, No. 71 September 1999, 
(in German) 
Published by Phil. ArGe Russland/UdSSR, 
Germany. 68 A4 pages, softbound. Editor - Albert 
Pflüger, Eckenheimer Landstrasse 13, 60318 
Frankfurt, Germany. 

“Discovery - The revenue stamp ‘For the benefit 
of the Postman’ still in use in 1918”. The title says 
it all. W Leupold describes and illustrates a rarely 
seen 1918 Court summons cover bearing the 15k. 
revenue stamp that was issued in 1911and 
inscribed ‘For the benefit of the Postman’. 

In “The provisional use of RSFSR and Imperial 
stamps in the Odessa district, 1922”, Alexander 
Epstein reviews evidence for the use of 
provisionals in the Odessa district in late 1922. He 

suggests a time frame for the usage of various re
valued earlier issues in some post offices in the 
area. However more evidence is needed to get a 
clearer picture. 

In the ongoing series “Collectors present: errors 
and varieties of stamps of Russia and the USSR”, 
W Weidner, looks at the ‘800 years of Moscow’ 
issue, and L Hovest the 1975 ‘New Year’ and 
‘Cosmonautics Day’ stamps. E L Iden identifies 
yet another minor error in Pioneer issue of 1936. 

“Soviet field post of the second World War - on 
classification”, by W Henze & A Pflüger begins by 
correcting a previous article with a reminder and 
an illustration that the Soviet field post started in 
Finland in 1939. It goes on to offer a draft 
classification of the periods of usage of the 
different postmarks employed. 
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M Nolte and A Pflüger offer “The latest on the 
Soviet Field post in the GDR” which gives an 
outline of this postal system for which no records 
are currently available and evidence from 
identifiable covers is limited. 

Continuing the general theme of the last two 
articles is “Soviet and Russian field post from 
more recent times - two examples”. W Henze and 
M Nolte illustrate a cover from the Afghanistan 
war, identified only by the sender's address, in 
contrast to one that proclaims loudly by imprinted 
stamp, postmark, cachet and inscription that it 
originates with the ‘Russian Peacemaking Force’ 
in Abkhazia. 

M Jäkel looks at a Soviet/GDR ‘Co-operative 
project’ in “Love to all at home - Best wishes 
from the Line”. It briefly describes the episodes in 
which young German workers gave their labour to 
construction projects related to the east- west 
natural gas lines in return for vital fuel supplies. 
Most of this post would be identified only by its 

origin but some GDR and Soviet illustrated covers 
were produced although it seems that they were 
unlikely to have been readily available to the 
ordinary workers. 

In “Varieties of illustrated envelopes of the 
USSR - Part 1”, W Grenz shows varieties 
occurring in eight issues of the fifties. Finally, 
somewhat tongue in cheek, H Krüger in “Fun with 
stamps instead of frustration with gum 
Consideration of the benefits of used collections”, 
argues the case for collecting ‘used’ stamps 
instead of falling under the spell of that philatelic 
fetish, ‘the cult of gum’. 

Together with news of Society business and 
reports of exhibitions covering eight pages and 
eleven pages of reviews, new issues of stamps and 
postal stationery of the Russian Federation these 
make up another interesting journal. 

Dennis Page 

POCHTA Issue 28, July 2000 
The Journal of the Australia & New Zealand 
Society of Russian Philately (60 pages including 
4 in colour). Subscription (two issues) NZ$ 30:00 
(surface) NZ$ 36:00 (air) Editor Dr Ross 
Marshall, P.O.Box7, Otorohanga, New Zealand 
2564. e-mail: Marshall.R@xtra.co.nz 

As usual, Pochta contains a wide range of 
subjects from pre-adhesive postal history through 
to the 30th Anniversary of drifting ice station 19. 
Boxed P markings on 19c. Russian mail is a 
hoary old chestnut which seems to return when 
we’re least expecting it. Dealt with to some 
degree in the past by Dennis Vandervelde, 
Michael Lipschutz, Charles Godard & James van 
Linden one would think the subject closed. But 
no. Read on and make up you own mind. Phillip 
Robinson finds a foothold in the journal, on the 
deck of the Ermak. The Ermak was the ‘world’s 
first’ icebreaker and Phillip presents a nice article 
with picture postcards (5) showing the ship and 
contemporary use and its early history. Sergey 
Chudakov's article “The Russian Post and 
Forgery Protection” gives a nice break from the 
classics and a taste of fresh material still to come 
in the form of security printing on modern 
Russian definitives and even postal stationery. 
Time to keep your eyes  open for  varieties no  
doubt. 

Skipping a few pages (just for a moment) we 
move on to modern postal stationery with Tony 
Ross making a super attempt to classify the 
modern envelopes even with the additional 
frankings. Again the feast of study opportunities 
in modern Russian material. Moving on (or 
should it be back…slowly) we have the question 
“What is a Fabulist?” Well, if you didn’t know 
then your gonna have to read it to find out and 
it’s a remarkable piece of thematic research on a 
very Russian story… Next - Radio Moscow, a 
real study in philately or should I say social 
philately with supporting ephemera from 
postcards, stationery and stamps. Other articles of 
note include the reviews, new issues, Fournier 
forgeries and of course the “Russian Report” 
from Sergey Chudakov. Chudakov tells us about 
the commemorative issue for the 30 years of 
operation of the Polar Drift Station 19 with a 
copy of an original cover from the first post in 
1969 (I remember this as a boy – even my fridges 
haven't lasted that long) that must be some piece 
of ice. In summary all the articles and regular 
features add up to a jolly good read - Pochta 28  
well recommended. 

Bill Stoten 
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THE POST RIDER Issue 46, June 2000 
The Journal of the Canadian Society of Russian 
Philately. Enquiries to the editor: Andrew Cronin, 
PO Box 5722, Station “A”, Toronto, Ontario, 
M5W 1P2,Canada.  e-mail: Postrider@sympatico. 
ca 

The latest offering from The Canadian Society of 
Russian Philately consists of no less than 120 
pages of quality reading. Firstly, the editorial, 
which points out some of the iniquities of 
philatelic literature exhibiting at international 
shows. This is followed by the regular 
“Correspondence with Canada” feature and the 
sixth instalment of George Werbizky’s “Zemstvo 
varieties”. Then, a major article by Vladimir 
Babici, “The Organisation and Work of the Postal 
Service in the Bessarabian Province during the 
Pre-stamp Period (1812-1857)”; prolific 
illustrations of markings and covers are 
augmented by maps, tables and photographic 
material adding up to a comprehensive and erudite 
study. Close to this reviewer’s heart, is interesting 
information from Larisa Petrovna Ryl’kova. She 
writes on “The First Issue of Kotelnich County” 
supporting the Zemstvo legend of the 
uncatalogued ‘talon’ type adhesive which is 
indisputably the world’s rarest postage stamp: 
only half a copy has survived! I do wish, however, 
that we could all decide whether the translation of 
‘uezd’ should be ‘county’ or  ‘district’. Personally, 
I would go for the latter with the ‘gubernaya’ level 
translated as ‘province’. We continue with two 
pieces by Erling Berger “A Classic Swedish 
Letter Sent to the Russian Empire” and “Finland-
Germany via Sweden 1814-1848”; then, another 
two pieces by Meer Kossoy: “Some 

Distinguishing Features of Postage Due In Russia” 
and “Postage Due Markings of Moscow”. This 
latter theme is continued by Michael Ercolini in 
“The ‘DOPLATIT 10’ Marking” and by Professor 
A.S.Ilyushin who discusses “Some Further Postage 
Due Applications”. May we hope that these 
studies will help to popularise this subject which 
seems for some inexplicable reason, to lack the 
popularity it deserves. Moving on now to Alex 
Artuchov’s regular feature “Postage Stamps Issued 
by the Zemstvos” featuring, this time, the 
complete Solikamsk entry. Non-German speakers 
will especially appreciate the work being done by 
Artuchov to “bring Schmidt to the masses”, as it 
were; and the mixing-in of the Baughman material 
creates a powerful philatelic tool. In “The 
Mysterious Triangles on Soviet Datestamps”, V.B. 
Kofman makes his contribution to the riddle, 
concluding that they were NOT censorship 
markings. Rabbi L.L. Tann then shows some 
interesting railway material illustrating 
“Postmarks of the Moscow Northern Station” 
followed by a scarce array of “The Third 
(November 1919) Issue of Armenia on Covers: 
the unframed monograms”. Messrs. A. Cronin, H. 
Weikard and R.Taylor show us some overtly 
philatelic covers from an area where little else 
exists: “The ‘KbZbL TbBA a, b, & c’ Postmarks 
applied in Tuva”. Well, at least these postmarks 
are telling the truth for once! The excellent 
“Philatelic Shorts”  feature is, as usual, at the back 
of the book, and as always contains a number of 
entries which are crying out for full length articles. 
Well done CSRP, this issue is a particularly good 
one! 

Terry Page. 

Writing an article for the Journal? - Some technical do's and don'ts 
Please submit items to the editor as typed hard copy or electronic files. If you can only offer manuscript 

please contact the editor first. It will help greatly if you can follow the guidelines below. 
Hard Copy 

TEXT Typing on one side of paper; clean black type; single column; double line spacing. 

ILLUSTRATIONS Original item,  printout of scanned image, photograph, photocopy. 

Electronic file 
TEXT   Normal or default body text in any of the common word processor formats, preferably in single 
line spacing. There is no need to attempt to copy the format or even fonts used in the Journal but please 
turn off auto-format modes. If you wish to offer formatting then do so manually. 

ILLUSTRATIONS Any of the usual image file formats at a resolution of at least 300 dpi for a postcard-size 
image. Do not embed images in a text document. Keep each image file separate. For colour reproduction, 
where the original item can not be made available to the editorial team, please ask for a reference colour 
palette to include in the image. Do not send large files over the ‘net’; they take too long to download. 
Floppy discs and CD-ROM are acceptable. Contact Dennis Page for technical advice and guidance. 
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In December 2000 Corinphila will 

offer another important specialised 

collection of Imperial 
Russia - Zemstvo with 
many unusual and 
interesting items. 
Some of these rarities valued in the 

Schmidt/Faberge handbook with 

R - RRR . Corinphila has a strong 

tradition of expertise and integrity 

as one of the leading auction 

houses in the world for classic 

philately and postal history, 

and particularly Russian Empire, 

Soviet Union, Russian Post Offices 

Abroad, and Zemstvos. During 

the last years, we have been 

privileged lo sell the collections 

of Georg Mehrtens, Dr. Gordon 

H. Torrey, Agathon Karlovich 

Faberge and Oleg A. Faberge. 

Continuing with its recent tradition 

of having sold many of the most 

famous and historically important 

collections in the area of Classic 

Eastern Europe philately and postal 

history, Corinphilo is proud lo 

announce the sale by auction of the 

specialised collection 
"Moldavitza" of 
Moldavia and the 
Kingdom of Romania 
formed during the last decodes and 

decorated with several gold and 

large gold medals at notional and 

international exhibitions. 
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CATALOGUE ORDER 
0 A1<tloa Catalogu 125: Zemstvo 

0 Auctioa Catalogve 126: Moldavia 
CHF 40/US$ 25 each [within Europe); 
CHF 50/US$ 30 each [Overseas/ Air moil) 
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,?f ~ Nome and address: 
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CORINPHILA AUCTIONS Ltd. 

Please charge my credit cord : 

0 Visa / 0 Moster / 0 Amex 

Cord No: 

Expiry Dote: ............... . 

Cord member signature: 

Zoll1kerstrmse 226 CH-8034 Zur1ch/Sw1tzerland Phone +41-1-389 91 91 Fax +41-1-389 91 95 e-mail 1nfo@cor1nphila eh 

Tradition and experience in classic philately since 1925 
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